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Some of the most organic developmental work grows from simultaneity of intentions; always requiring 

more than an idea, more than one person’s effort and commitment and more than a few years. And so it 

was, almost eight years ago Australian Cymbeline Buhler encountered Fr Benny SJ from the Centre for 

Social Care in Sri Lanka when, after the 2006 tsunami, she volunteered to run some workshops. This 

seemingly small yet gracious gesture is now recognised as the beginning of what has recently become 

known as the Theatre of Friendship Network. This story is now told here in two voices: Fr Benny’s ac-

count begins here; Cymbeline continues the story in her own personal account inside the issue. 

 

Playback Theatre – My Experience 

Fr Benny, SJ  

It was in mid of 2004 that I encountered Sr. Clare, known as Akka (sister) by the forum theatre 

artists in India and in Sri Lanka. She had come to Sri Lanka to conduct a workshop on Street 

Drama for a group of youth in the Plantation Sector. I had known Sr. Clare a street drama trainer 

since 1998. Indeed I myself trained in street drama in 1998, with her. 

When I met her this time at Hatton, she told me that she had learnt a new drama called 

―Playback Theatre‖. ―What is it about?‖ When I asked, she explained ―It is listening to the sto-

ries of the people and performing these very stories in front of them within a second‖. 

I was very much impressed by the concept of the Playback Theatre. Later in 2007, she was ac-

companied by Ms. Cymbeline, who later became the patron of Playback Theatre of Friendship. 

They came to train two groups in Hatton and Unavatuna in the south of Sri Lanka. 

The Hatton training programme took place in two locations; one at Hatton and after a few days 

break, another in Kandy. In both programmes the staff of Centre for Social Concern, of which I 

am the director, and some volunteers of the organization were the participants. Ms. Cymbeline 

and Sr. Clare trained our group. It was the first experience I went through in Playback Theatre. 

That very first experience of the one week workshop in playback theatre comes to me even now 

as a flash back. I enjoyed organizing and participating in the workshop. Cymbeline was a great 

listener and observer. She was actively involved in conducting games with the translation by Sr. 

Clare. Sr. Clare played the key role in the training. The training programme gave me a space to 

demonstrate my acting skills to the co-trainees. I personally enjoyed the workshop because act-

ing and directing are my favorite fields.     Continued pg 6 
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From the Editor 
 

Contemporary debate about arts and reconciliation are preoccupied with the way in which local acts resonate and how global peace 

processes might nurture rather than  inhibit local activity. Playback has featured in reconciliation projects from the outset and as it 

spread to developing countries often found application in conflict transformation, intercultural dialogues and peace building. Simi-

larly, from the outset practitioners have grappled with the tensions in bringing using playback theatre for dialogic purposes. Signifi-

cantly some of the most thoughtful writing about playback theatre practice has emerged as very experienced practitioners have 

reflected on their own involvement in peace building and reconciliation projects including Bev Hosking, Mary Good, and Jonathan 

Fox. The last issue of Interplay contained a review of the double volume Acting Together: Performance and the Transformation of 

Conflict edited by Cynthia E. Cohen, Roberto Gutierrez Verea and Polly O Walker (New Village Press, CA.) which featured a chap-

ter by Jo Salas who also writes about a number of playback projects in war zones. See page 26 for more specific information about 

this reflective writing and where it is published. 

This issue of Interplay continues this tradition and presents recent writing about the kind of projects that are currently possible. Fr 

Benny SJ and Cymbeline Buhler write about the Theatre of Friendship Network that has become possible in Sri Lanka after years 

of hard work. North American playbacker, Jen Kristel documents the care and attention required to prepare her arts team in her 

recent work in Bangladesh where an unexpected tragedy within the community complicated what is already a challenging context. 

The issue follows the progress of an award-winning project by Margaret Meixner and Theatre SOG in Austria which sought to docu-

menting women‘s experience of industrial work in regional Austria. Margaret‘s paper recalls the tensions and ultimate success 

along the way. 

There are two ‗second-parts‘ inside as we continue to follow the development of Jan Platander and also continue the report from 

the inaugural World Playback Week in London with Veronica Needa and Claudia Vau and featuring Larry Ng. 

Writing for the first time for the International Playback Theatre Community Petros Theodorou (Greece) and Alice Faber (The Neth-

erlands) report on key events from the year. Petros writes about a four-group meeting in Thessaloniki 

where Italian and Greek companies came together, while Alice writes of her personal triumphs 

throughout 2012. 

Rea Dennis‘ essay offers some thoughts about playback in response to a world in crisis and suggests 

that playback practice must support compassion. Finally there are some recommended  resources to 

support your work in this area.  

Submit your responses, comments, and reflections for inclusion. 

Letters and Stories to: readennis@me.com 
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Translators this IssueTranslators this IssueTranslators this Issue   

   
Chinese—Michele Chung  

Portuguese—Sheila Donio 

Spanish—Ramiro Salas 

From German—Mattias Haberl & Maria 

Maier 

 

To volunteer to translate readennis@me.com 
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Interplay is the membership publication of the International Playback Theatre Network, targeting the contempo-

rary themes at the centre of the community that practices this complex simple method called playback theatre—a 

method dependent absolutely on a systematic application of a simple ritual structure yet which yields complex hu-

man interaction and resonates with humanity across all cultures. Conceived in 1990 during the fledgling year of 

IPTN, and launched in November of that year under editor Jonathan Fox with regional editors in Australia, New 

Zealand, Europe and North America. Interplay has been instrumental in keeping the ever expanding, diverse play-

back theatre community connected and has provided essential space for critical and evaluative thinking that has 

influenced the development of the form and the spread of the method to over 40 countries worldwide. Part jour-

nal, part newsletter, Interplay is published twice per year and features articles, practice reports, upcoming events, 

and membership news. Interplay invites submissions, for submission details contact the Editor. 

Rea Dennis readennis@me.com 
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PRESIDENT’ LETTER 

Dear Playback Friends, 

May I ask your assistance for a very special project? The International Playback Theatre Network 
(IPTN) and the Centre of Playback Theatre (CPT) are working together to propose Jo Salas and Jona-
than Fox for the Right Livelihood Award 2013. In many countries this Award has become known as the 
'Alternative Nobel Prize'. It is widely recognized as the world's premier award for personal courage 
and social transformation. For more information please visit their website: http://www.rightlivelihood.org/ 

As we all know, Playback Theatre is a powerful method of bringing forward social transformation. While 
we must acknowledge the huge gift of all members of the original Playback Theatre Company in devel-
oping this form, Jonathan Fox and Jo Salas in particular have devoted their lives to teaching and shar-
ing this theatre form with the world. To us it seems logical that we should put forward Jo and Jonathan 
to receive the Right Livelihood Award.  

It may be that many of those people who will make the decision on the recipients of this prize have never heard of Playback 
Theatre before. Not yet, that is! So what would be a good way to present the full diversity of Playback Theatre activities and 
applications to them?  

With this in mind, we ask you - as members of the Playback Theatre community - to join us in this effort by sending us letters of 
recommendation, letters that tell of what you are doing with Playback Theatre. Many of you are working on the most wonderful 
projects in your own community, in schools, in hospitals or in countries with people suffering from war or social exclusion be-
cause of race, colour, sexual orientation... Examples of this work are found in nearly every issue of Interplay. (For instance in 
this issue you can read about Cymbeline Buhler's work in Sri Lanka or Jen Kristel's work in Bangladesh). 

Imagine how much attention for Playback Theatre we could attract if we are able to succeed with this proposal. Acknowledging 
the founders reflects the light back onto all of us who love and practice playback theatre in the world and wish it to thrive. So 
could you please help to contribute to a most colourful proposal and send us letters telling about your own work with Playback 
Theatre and recommending the founders of this theatre form for the Right Livelihood award. 

The deadline for the Proposal is March 1st, 2013. As we need some time to coordinate the proposal please send your recom-

mendation not later than January 20th to my email: iptn@gmx.de 

I wish you all a merry Christmas and a peaceful and healthy year 2013. 

With Love, 

Juergen Schoo 

IPTN-President 

Greetings to all IPTN members, 

 

So many of you have done (or supplemented) much of your Playback Theatre training through the first School of Playback Theatre 

founded by Jonathan Fox and Jo Salas. Now known as the Centre for Playback Theatre, many of you are also teachers and students 

of its affiliated Schools around the world. And many of you have trained directly with Jo and / or Jonathan, or with trainers that have 

been taught by them!  

 

This is a great opportunity to celebrate this special thing that we love and practice - Playback Theatre - by acknowledging the par-

ticular contribution of Jo Salas and Jonathan Fox. We are delighted to work with IPTN on this, and encourage you to participate too 

in the way that Juergen suggests -pen to paper / fingers to keyboards! I have been delegated by the CPT Board to work with Juergen 
and IPTN on this application, and I so look forward to reading your stories. 

 

Warm wishes to you all 

Veronica Needa (on behalf of the CPT Board) 

 
Established in 1980, the Right Livelihood Award aims to honour and support those 
"offering practical and exemplary answers to the most urgent challenges facing us 
today".  
Widely known as the 'Alternative Nobel Prize', the Right Livelihood Award was set 
up to compliment the Nobel Prize, which founder Jakob von Uexkell felt was too 
narrow in scope and too concentrated on the interests of the industrialised countries 
to be an adequate answer to the challenges now facing humanity. 
Instead, von Uexkell wanted to acknowledge those efforts that tackled issues in to-
day’s world more directly; efforts that offered practical answers to challenges like the 
pollution, nuclear war, and human rights abuse, for example. 
Presented annually in Stockholm at a ceremony in the Swedish Parliament there are 
now 149 Laureates from 62 countries http://www.rightlivelihood.org/award.html 

 



Queridos amigos do Playback, 

 Posso pedir a ajuda de vocês para um projeto muito 
especial? A Rede Internacional de Playback Theatre (IPTN) e 
o Centro Para Playback Theatre (CPT) estão trabalhando 
juntos para indicar a Jo Salas e o Jonathan Fox ao Right 
Livelihood Award 2013. Este prêmio ficou conhecido em 
muitos países como o “Prêmio Nobel Alternativo”. Ele é 
amplamente reconhecido como o principal prêmio para 
coragem e transformação social no mundo. Para maiores 
informações, acesse: http://www.rightlivelihood.org/. 

 Como sabemos, o Playback Theatre é um método poderoso 
para transformação social. Além de reconhecermos a enorme 
contribuição de todos os membros da Companhia Original de 
Playback Theatre no desenvolvimento desta técnica, o 
Jonathan Fox e a Jo Salas dedicaram suas vidas para ensinar 
e compartilhar esta forma de teatro pelo mundo. Parece lógico 
para nós indicarmos a Jo e o Jonathan para receberem o 
prêmio de Right Livelihood. 

 Talvez as pessoas que escolhem os premiados nunca 
tenham ouvido falar no Playback Theatre. Nunca, até agora! 
Como seria uma boa forma de apresentar a eles a diversidade 
de atividades e das formas de se aplicar o Playback Theatre? 

Pensando nisso pedimos a vocês, membros da comunidade 
do Playback Theatre, que juntem-se a nós nos enviando 
cartas de recomendação, cartas que nos contem o que vocês 
estão fazendo com o Playback Theatre. Muitos de vocês 
estão trabalhando em projetos maravilhosos em suas 
comunidades, em escolas, em hospitais, ou em países onde 
as pessoas sofrem com guerras, exclusão social por raça, cor, 
orientação sexual, etc. Exemplos destes trabalhos são 
apresentados em quase todas as edições do Interplay. Nesta, 
por exemplo, vocês podem ler sobre o trabalho da Cymbeline 
Buhler no Sri Lanka e da Jen Kristel em Bangladesh. 

 Imaginem a atenção que traremos ao Playback Theatre se 
obtivermos sucesso com esta indicação. O reconhecimento 
dos criadores refletirá em todos nós que amamos e 
praticamos o Playback Theatre pelo mundo e que desejamos 
que ele prospere. Por tudo isso, e para criarmos uma 
proposta mais colorida, gostaríamos que vocês nos 
escrevessem contando sobre o seu trabalho com o Playback 
Theatre e recomendando os criadores desta técnica para 
o Right Livelihood Award. 

 O prazo para enviarmos a proposta é 1º de março de 2013. 
Como precisamos de tempo para organizar o material, por 
favor, nos enviem as recomendações até 20 de janeiro pelo 
e-mail iptn@gmx.de. 

Desejo a todos um feliz Natal e um 2013 com saúde e paz. 

Com amor, 

Juergen Schoo 

Presidente da IPTN 

 

Translated by Sheila Donio 

PRESIDENT’S LETTER cont 
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親愛的一人一故事朋友們， 

我可以邀請你們參與這個特別的企劃嗎？國際一人一故事劇場

網絡及一人一故事劇場中心正一起籌組，希望提名祖‧莎莉詩

（Jo Salas）及祖拿芬‧霍士（Jonathan Fox）二人競逐「正生活

獎2013」（Right Livelihood Award 2013）。在很多國家，這個獎

項被譽為「另類諾貝爾奬」，並被廣泛承認為世界首屈一指，

關於個人勇氣及社會改革的獎項。你可以瀏覽http://

www.rightlivelihood.org/ 獲取更多資料。 

我們都知道，一人一故事劇場是一個為社會帶來轉變的一個很

力的方法，當然，我們都很感激一人一故事原創劇團的成員一

起發展這個形式，並把這份禮物跟我們分享，而同時，我們看

見祖拿芬‧霍士（Jonathan Fox）及祖‧莎莉詩（Jo Salas）把他

們的人生，都專注投入在世界各地教授及分享這個劇場形式─

─因此，提名二人競逐「正生活獎」（Right Livelihood Award）

最合理不過。 

也許，這個獎項的評審員從來都沒有聽過一人一故事這個形式

──但這只是過去式！我們可以怎樣把一人一故事的多元性全

面地向他們表述呢？因此，我們邀請你，作為一人一故事這個

社群的成員之一，一起寫我們的推薦信──一封闡述你正運用

一人一故事的手法的信。幾乎每一期的通訊Interplay中，我們都

閱讀到有關你們很多人在自己的社區、學校、醫院、戰亂中的

國家、種族排外、性傾向歧視等等國家推行的美好計劃，就以

今期為例，你可以看見仙貝蓮‧布利亞（Cymberline Buhler）在

斯里蘭卡，又或珍‧姬絲桃（Jen Kristel）在孟加拉的工作。 

試想像一下，如果我們的提名功，將會為一人一故事帶來怎樣

的注意？向這個形式的發起人提出謝意，鎂光燈的光終會反射

到我們所有愛這個形式，並一正在實踐及希望其能發揚光大的

人身上；所以，我們希望可以請你幫忙，為我們這個企劃添一

份色彩，給我們寫一封信，列出你透過一人一故事所做的工

作，並推薦這個劇場形式的發起人成為「正生活獎」的得奬

者。 

提名的截止日期為2013年3 月1 日，由於我們統籌及整合提名書

需時，請你把的推薦信於1月20日前電郵給我：iptn@gmx.de 

謹祝各位聖誕快樂，2013年充滿平安及健康！ 

滿載愛與祝福， 

岳剛（Juergen Schoo） 

國際網絡主席 

Translated by: Michele Chung 翻譯：鍾勵君（小貓） 

Correction and Apology 
 

Despite working with professional translators in preparing Einat Masha‘al-Nitzan‘s article for publication in English there were 

some errors in what was published in the last issue. Please accept my apologies and see the correct information below: 

 

Company Website Address should read: www.play-back.co.il 

Biographical details should read:  Einat Masha'al-Nitzan -M.A, DMT, is the founder and the director of the Ichilov Ensmble 

Playback Theatre from Israel since 2003. Her email address is mn.einat@gmail.com 



Queridos amigos de Playback, 

Necesito su ayuda para un proyecto muy especial. La Red Inter-
nacional de Teatro Playback (IPTN) y el Centro de Teatro Play-
back (CPT) están trabajando juntos para proponer a Jo Salas y 
Jonathan Fox para el premio Right Livelihood en el 2013. En 
muchos lugares este premio es conocido como ―el premio Nobel 
alternativo‖. Este premio es ampliamente reconocido en todo el 
mundo como el mayor premio al coraje personal y la transforma-
ción social. Más información se puede encontrar en http://
www.rightlivelihood.org 

Como todos sabemos, el Teatro Playback es un método muy 
poderoso para favorecer la transformación social. Aunque debe-
mos reconocer el valioso aporte de todos los integrantes del 
Grupo Original de Teatro Playback en el desarrollo de esta forma 
de teatro, Jonathan Fox y Jo Salas en particular han dedicado 
sus vidas a enseñar y a compartir el Teatro Playback con el 
mundo. A nosotros nos parece lógico proponer a Jo y a Jonathan 
para el premio Right Livelihood. 

Es muy posible que muchos de los jueces que deciden quien es 
el destinatario del premio no hayan nunca oído del Teatro Play-
back. Nunca, hasta ahora! Y cual sería una buena manera de 
hacerles conocer el Teatro Playback, sus actividades y sus apli-
caciones? Pensando en esto, les pedimos a estedes, miembros 
de la comunidad de Teatro Playback, que se unan a nosotros en 
esto, mandándonos cartas de recomendación, cartas que ex-
pliquen que es lo que ustedes hacen con el Teatro Playback.  

PRESIDENT’S LETTER cont 

Muchos de ustedes están trabajando en proyectos maravil-
losos en sus escuelas, sus comunidades, en hospitales y en 
países donde hay gente sufriendo por guerras, o por exclusión 
social por motivos de raza, u orientación sexual por ejemplo. 
Ejemplos de este tipo de trabajo se encuentran en todos los 
números de Interplay. Por ejemplo, en este número hay una 
nota acerca del trabajo de Cymbeline Buhler en Sri Lanka, y 
una sobre el trabajo de Jen Kristel en Bangla Desh. 

Imagínese cuanta atención para el Teatro Playback conse-
guiríamos si esta propuesta llegara a final feliz. Honrar a los 
fundadores reflejará positivamente sobre todos nosotros, que 
queremos que el Tearto playback crezca y florezca en todo el 
mundo. Por eso, por favor contribuya a que tengamos una 
propuesta más colorida y mándenos su carta de recomen-
dación para el premio Right Livelihood.  

La fecha límite para proponer a Jo y Jonathan para el premio 
es el primero de marzo del 2013. Necesitamos tiempo para 
coordinar la propuesta, así que por favor mándenos su carta 
de recomendación el 20 de enero a más tardar, a mi email: 
iptn@gmx.de.   

Les deseo a todos unas felices navidades y un 2013 lleno de 
paz y salud.  

Con amor 

Juergen Schoo 

IPTN-Presidente 

致各位國際一人一故事劇場網絡的會員： 

你們可能大多都曾經於由祖拿芬‧霍士（Jonathan Fox）及祖‧

莎莉詩（Jo Salas）創立的一人一故事劇場學院（即現在已易名

的一人一故事劇場中心）受訓；也有很多人是世界各地一人一故

事劇場附屬學院的導師及學生；這當中，有些人曾直接受祖

（Jo）或／及祖拿芬（Jonathan）的指導，又或是他們的門生的

學生。 

因此，這實在是一個大好機會，讓我們透過向祖‧莎莉詩（Jo 

Salas）及祖拿芬‧霍士（Jonathan Fox）致謝，而為這獨特的劇

場形式：我們都熱愛並實踐的一人一故事，來一次慶典！我們很

高興可以與國際一人一故事劇場合作進行這項提名，並同時鼓勵

你可以如岳剛（Juergen）所提議，立即動手寫下你的推薦書！我

受一人一故事劇場中心任命，將會與岳剛及國際網絡合作提交是

次提名，因此，我熱切期待著閱讀你的故事！ 
 

送上最溫暖的祝福， 

李棫基（一人一故事劇場中心執委代表） 
 

Translated by: Michele Chung 翻譯：鍾勵君（小貓） 

Queridos membros da IPTN, 

 A maioria de vocês ajudou muito, de uma forma ou de outra, no 

treinamento de Playback Theatre através da primeira Escola de 

Playback Theatre criada pelo Jonathan Fox e pela Jo Salas. Agora, 

no chamado Centro para Playback Theatre, muitos de vocês são 

também professores e alunos das diversas Escolas Afiliadas pelo 

mundo. E quantos de vocês foram treinados diretamente pela Jo e 

pelo Jonathan, ou com professores treinados por eles? 

 Esta é uma grande oportunidade para celebrarmos o que tanto 

amamos e ao que nos dedicamos com tanta intensidade: o 

Playback Theatre; reconhecendo a contribuição especial da Jo 

Salas e do Jonathan Fox. Estamos muito felizes com esta parceria 

com a IPTN e queremos que você também participe através da 

sugestão do Juergen: caneta no papel, dedos no teclado! Eu fui 

escolhida pelo Conselho de Diretores do CPT para trabalhar com 

o Juergen e a IPTN no material para a inscrição e mal posso 

esperar para ler as suas histórias. 

 

 Um abraço a todos, 
Veronica Needa (pelo Conselho de 

Diretores do Centro para Playback Theatre) 

Saludos a todos los mienbros de IPTN,  

Muchos de ustedes han tenido o suplementado gran parte de su entrenamiento en Playback en la escuela original de Playback fundada por 

Jonathan Fox y Jo Salas. La escuela es ahora el Centro de Teatro Playback, y muchos de ustedes han sido maestros en el Centro y en sus escue-

las afiliadas, por todo el mundo. Y muchos de ustedes han sido entrenados por Jo y/o Jonathan, o por otros entrenadores que han estudiado con 

ellos.   

Esta es una gran oportunidad para celebrar esto tan especial que practicamos y amamos – el Teatro Playback – haciendo especiales honores a la 

gran contribucion que Jo Salas y Jonathan Fox han hecho al Teatro Playback. En IPTN estamos felices de estar trabajando en esto, y les pedi-

mos que usted tambien participe de la manera que Juergen sugiere: Llevar pluma al papel y dedos al teclado. El Centro de Playback Theatre 

(CPT) me ha encangado trabajar con Juergen e IPTN en esto, asi que estoy deseoso de leer sus historias.  

 

Calidos saludos a todos,  

Veronica Needa (y el directorio del CPT) 
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continued from page 1 
 

I still remember the way I acted as fire that caught a building. I also acted as a tea bush. A poor woman tea plucker who loses the 

ornament that she was wearing around her neck in the tea field. She is looking for the ornament. I was asked express the feeling 

of the tea bush on which the ornament is lying. It was the first time I acted as an object. I had to give life to the tea bush. My act-

ing was well received by the trainers and co-trainees. Even after returning from the training programme the co-trainees made 

telephone calls to tell me that they had retained the mood of the workshop. 

Unfortunately I could not take forward the Playback Theatre programme in Hatton area vigorously at this time. Playback Theatre 

was not a major component of CSC.  

It was seen only as a supporting component for our other main activities such as children programme, values education, labour 

rights and workers‘ education, skill training and community development for the urban health care workers‘ community. 

After a three year gap, Cymbeline connected the Centre for Social Concern with a well wisher Mr. Brian Tasker, a Playback Thea-

tre trainer from England who had heard about the work of the centre through her article in Interplay [1]. He was impressed by the 

scope of the work in the plantation sector. He visited in September 2010 to offer a Playback Theatre workshop and a Playback 

Theatre group was established in Hatton as a result. Following this, Brian Tasker arranged a scholarship for me to undertake train-

ing at the School of Playback Theatre in London. However, due to visa problems, this opportunity could not be taken up, but may 

be available again in the future. The Playback Theatre group has continued to meet and work together over the last two years and 

The Story of the Sri Lankan Theatre of Friendship Network 

Fr Benny SJ 

Mountain Flower Team-Hatton National Gathering-2012-Kandy Performance at Hanwella 

When we had the performance by different groups on the last evening at the same venue, the very Rev. Fr. Jeyaraj Rasiah SJ, the 

Provincial Superior of the Jesuits of Sri Lanka was present there. He was moved by the whole performance particularly by the Inter Act 

Art group‘s performance of the inner turmoil of suffering people of Jaffna who went through a severe hardship during and after the war. 

Fr. Provincial made an inspiring speech in which he mentioned that he was convinced that the playback theatre could be used as a tool 

to build up national reconciliation in Sri Lanka. Further he pointed out that the Major Religious Conference of Sri Lanka is looking for 

a tool for the above purpose.  

Making use of his good wish, Cymbeline took another initiative to have several correspondences with the Provincial. As a result, she 

came and met with eight of the top leaders of each group for another training at Negombo in June 2012. Fr. Jeyaraj as the president of 

the Major Religious Conference organized a performance and a discussion with the religious heads of the Catholic Church at Hanwella. 

The performance led to a fruitful discussion. Though the religious heads welcomed the idea of using Playback Theatre as a tool for 

national reconciliation they are unable to make a concrete action plan at this juncture.  

But the outcome of the one week training at Negombo is the formation of Playback Theatre Network in Sri Lanka. The eight members 

group elected Fr. Benny, SJ as the chairperson, Rev. Joshua as the secretary and Mr. Nanayakara as the treasurer.  

The Theatre of Friendship Net Work is preparing its second annual gathering in January 2013 in Jaffna under the coordination of Rev. 

Joshua. 

The Theatre of Friendship Network – Sri Lanka is very much grateful to Cymbeline for her ongoing commitment in this venture. The 

Mountain Flower Group-Hatton of which I am in charge likes to express its sincere thanks to Cymbeline and Brian Tasker for their 

contribution to involve in Playback theatre programme in the plantation sector. 

 I wish and hope that the Playback Theatre project in Sri Lanka will flourish and help to bring peace with justice to the people of Sri 

Lanka.  

 

[1] see a previous report from Cymbeline in Interplay (June 2008) 

 

Fr Benny SJ is the Chairperson  of the Playback Theatre- Theatre of Friendship Network- Sri Lanka and the Director of the 

Centre for Social Concern in Hatton. 
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Resilience rises up out of the small Jaffna village like the glow of lava from a volcano. The muscles of living fully are rippling even though 

schools and churches have barely reopened and buildings sink into rubble, pock marked with bullet holes that offer small reminders of flesh 

wounds that remain uncounted. How can you become whole when you have been broken? We will all face this impossible challenge at some 

point in our lives even though most of us hope not to be so deeply shattered as a country that has been at war for a generation. 

 

On June 6th 2012, in a small house amongst coconut plantations in the Negombo interior, a network was formed. It‘s called Thea-

tre of Friendship, Playback Sri Lanka. This story tells some of what lies behind that network. 

First, a message from our Chair to the international Playback Theatre community: 

 

I, Fr. S Benny, the chairman of Theatre of Friendship, Playback Sri Lanka, have gone through different forum theatre train-

ing programmes such as street drama, theatre of the oppressed etc. Among these dramas Playback Theatre is special for me. It 

gives role happiness in organizing, conducting and performing. It brings out the innermost emotional aspects of human beings. 

It turns back the audience to go into memorable moments in their lives. It connects people irrespective of caste, colour, race and 

religion. Thus it builds up relationships which are basic for human life. By working as a team especially the Sinhalese and 

Tamils can create a witness value for brotherhood and solidarity. 
 

My relationship with Sri Lanka stretches far back. I was given a Buddhist 

name, Vishaka, when I was a baby. Our teacher Venerable Somaloka came to 

Australia on the Vesak full moon in 1971. In the Buddhist calendar, Vesak 

marks the Buddha‘s birth, enlightenment and death. In our family that year, it 

was the day my brother was born. Bante was a radical young monk who came 

to start a meditation centre, cutting through traditional conventions to the core 

of Buddhist practice, something often cloaked in social convention in tradi-

tional cultures like Sri Lanka. Ten years later, my brother had a terrible car 

accident that put him into a deep coma. The doctors who saved his life told us 

he would never wake up and we should go home. But Bante was also an Ay-

urvedic doctor and just as ready to cut through conventional limitations of 

Western medicine. His strong smelling Ayurvedic oils and religious robes 

would be confronting in a suburban hospital in Sydney‘s west even now, but in 

the early 80s, alternative medicine had barely arrived even in the hippy towns.  

My brother did wake up from his coma. My drive to offer something of value 

to the people of Sri Lanka is linked to that in a personal unnamable way. 

I sat in the shrine hall, cross legged and tiny, imagining myself one day going 

to Sri Lanka. In my mind, the colours were intense with luscious dark greens 

and bright hot flowers with a shimmering spicy air that made it into a place of 

wonder. 

The group in Unawatuna turned out to love Playback Theatre. We did a per-

formance and a lot of people came. They were generous with stories and the 

young people played them out in ways that mixed traditional movement styles 

with this contemporary form. I said that if they continued working regularly, 

I‘d come back to offer more training whenever I could.  

A thought bubble rose up around me with a question about Playback Theatre as 

a tool to build bridges where the war had divided communities. I knew so little 

about the real problems or the real needs or the real dangers.  

A year later, I returned with Sister Clare Therese. We worked with Mr Nanayakkara in Unawatuna with some of the same and 

some new young people. This time, we also went to the hill country and worked with Father Benny SJ, head of the Centre for 

Social Concern. This is a Tamil organisation that works to support, protect and advocate for the rights of the tea plantation work-

ers.  

We spoke with both groups about the idea of working together and starting a process of intercultural dialogue using Playback 

Theatre. They both responded positively. We met others during that visit who were interested in forming playback teams. I heard 

an attitude expressed by people of different backgrounds that the war was political, driven by the government and the LTTE, not 
          continued next pg. 

Cymbeline Buhler 
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The Story of the Sri Lankan Theatre of Friendship Network 

 

Theatre of Friendship 
Grew out of post-tsunami work I did in Sri 

Lanka in 2006. I ran workshops in the 

grounds of the Buddhist temple in a 

place called Unawatuna. Local teenagers 

and their drama teacher Mr Nandasiri 

Nanayakkara risked getting in trouble 

with the head monk for running and noisi-

ness. I didn‘t know if it could work. 

Above: women from the Hatton Group 



from previous pg. 

by popular consensus. There seemed to be scope for playback as a force for cohesion. I decided to continue the work and be led by 

those I was already working with and those who approached me. I wanted to work across cultural lines in as balanced a way as possi-

ble. Other than that, I felt that it was best to proceed organically and seek local guidance at every stage. 

Soon after that, the ceasefire broke down and the war escalated. We had funding to continue our project in 2008. The Sinhalese lead-

ers were very enthusiastic, but the Tamil leaders indicated that the general atmosphere was not conducive for this work. It was impor-

tant for me that the project only continue if we could work across cultures, so I postponed our plans, hoping things would settle 

down. 

What unfolded was a terrible bloody end to the war. It has been described as an 'unseen war' without international observers and with 

no foreign press coverage. The international community continues to pressure Sri Lanka‘s government to allow investigation of  what 

took place.  

In my work in Sri Lanka, I adjust how I speak all the time. It‘s not from lack of integrity, but because my opinions are not useful and 

would serve as interference to the work I am doing there. It‘s not for me to say what I think took place or how I believe jus tice could 

be served. A part of me wishes I was involved in that kind of dialogue, but that is a different career path. Taking a position would 

place me in the landscape. In my work, I am a conduit. I want to create conditions in which those from all cultures become visible to 

each other, form friendships, gain understanding, commit to one another‘s well being, build cross-cultural alliances that have depth 

and substance.  

I was introduced to Dr Preman Jeyaratnam through some acquaintances in Australia in 2010. He told me about his close friend Rev 

Joshua who formed a theatre company in Jaffna with the intention of promoting the therapeutic use of drama in the war-affected 

communities. He witnessed playback briefly and invited us to visit and offer training to his group so they could add it to their other 

theatre methods. Inspired by this, I started to create a plan to return. In that time, I was also approached by Brian Tasker from the UK 

who wanted to join the project. I connected him with Father Benny and he went independently. The work had fallen fallow, and 

Brian reinvigorated the Centre for Social Concern‘s interest in Playback Theatre. He helped them find the beautiful name of Moun-

tain Flower Playback Theatre. He has returned since then, both independently and at a time when I was there, joining up with the 

larger cross-cultural network. He has formed a strong ongoing bond with Mountain Flower Playback and shown interest in working 

with other groups in the future. 

In January 2012 I returned with a team of ten international trainers. We worked with four groups, offering training to each one and 

then bringing them together for the inaugural national gathering. 

In addition to the groups we worked with in 2006 (Yathra, Unawatuna) and 2007 (Mountain Flower Playback, Hatton), we worked 

with Kaveri Kala Mantram, Jaffna and Interact Arts, Colombo. The trainers comprised five highly experienced playback practitioners 

and five less experienced apprentice facilitators. The trainers were: Max Barker (Australia), Robin Davidson (Australia), Debra Dris-

coll (Australia), Evelyn Henry (Australia), André Jaeger (Germany), Sister Clare Therese (India), Emma Pask (UK), Father John 

Suresh (India) and Kerry Williams (Australia), with me in double role of trainer and project director. 

The question of how to work with personal stories in a post war context is 

fraught as there is such high risk of re-traumatisation. In Jaffna, the expecta-

tions of our training were very high as we had been planning the project for 

two years and the team of foreigners was an exciting prospect. As the work 

unfolded, there were questions about its validity. The young people and their 

leaders focused diligently on the training despite this edge of doubt. Their 

journey to meet the other three groups at the gathering in Kandy was the first 

time many of them had crossed the border. 

Young people from the other three groups were particularly interested in sto-

ries from Jaffna. They wanted to know about war time experiences in this 

fascinating region that had been cut off from the rest of their country. There 

was a climate of openness and interest, but confusion about how to approach 

topics of great meaning. Very few people speak both Tamil and Sinhalese, 

making it even harder to find the subtlety needed for that kind of communica-

tion. War stories did emerge.  

They were handled with great care and sensitivity, but many doubts arose about the safety of this work when the depth of trauma is 

so immense.  

Is it worth putting a small stitch where the bones and sinews have been ripped to shreds? Is there value in building 

a step to climb up to a shattered palace where only the glorious skeleton of its original architecture can be seen? 

At one point, Reverend Joshua stated that playback cannot be of use for their community. He also expressed interest in using it in 

circumstances where conditions are controlled and story topics are more specifically directed. I accepted this decision and saw rea-

son for his caution. However, a shift occurred during the final day and the intervening months, and he now embraces Playback  

Cymbeline Buhler 
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Cymbeline with the network members 

The Story of the Sri Lankan Theatre of Friendship Network 



Theatre with great enthusiasm. He went back to Jaffna and started bringing it into a number of his programs. When we met in June, he 
announced that his group will host the next national gathering in Jaffna in January 2013.  

We have recognised the need to introduce mental health professionals into this work. Jozsef Paradi has agreed to join us in January 
2013 for a laboratory exploring ways of adapting playback to suit communities recovering from war. Sister Clare has also undertaken 
trauma recovery training that she will contribute to this laboratory. We are working to link Kaveri Kala Mantram with mental health 
services and trauma counseling programs who may be able to contribute to Rev Joshua‘s vision of forging methods for post-war heal-
ing across the region. 

We hope to introduce a research component so that we can establish a formal observation that has a degree of ‗external‘ perspective. 
This would be an active research partner that identifies the impacts of the project and feeds back recommendations. If this model is 
effective, it will be possible to replicate it. 
We plan to schedule activities over a period of five years, sometimes in similarly structured programs with the coordinated presence of 
multiple playback practitioners and sometimes more informally when individual practitioners are available. We aim to facilitate local 
leaders to train new members and new groups, handing the reins over to them and asking them to direct the support we offer at every 
stage. 
 

Rev Joshua, leader of Kaveri Kala Mantram and Secretary of Theatre of Friendship, Playback Sri Lanka speaks about the history of the 

region in this way: 

―Last thirty years, people of Sri Lanka have gone through suffering ways. Both sides have been affected by this war. Now every 

Sri Lankan should accept each other‘s burden and respect other‘s rights. I hope we can start this kind of discussion through play 

back theatre, The play back theatre has good power to bring together people into one concept and 

one thought‖  
 

I am aware of one other Playback project in Sri Lanka that took place in 2011, run by Cat Gilliam and John 

Cunningham. They worked with Tamil and Sinhalese participants using Playback Theatre and Marshall 

Rosenberg‘s Compassionate Communication. I would welcome contact from anyone else who has done 

Playback Theatre in Sri Lanka and extend the invitation to those participants to join the Theatre of Friend-

ship network. 
 

Cymbeline Buhler is based in Melbourne Australia works internationally as a theatre director, performer, writer 

and work- shop facilitator. She has written previously about her work in Sri Lanka in the June 2007 issue of 

Interplay. She is picture here at right, front with with Dianne MacFarlane and Sr Clare Therese. 
 

For more information about Theatre of Friendship, please contact  

Cymbeline Buhler: misscymbeline@hotnail.com; telephone +61 451 973 773  

Father Benny SJ: censocou@hotmail.com; telephone +94 51 2223384; +94 71 850 7966 

Dear Fellow Playbackers 

Hiya!  I promised to pass this info on to you: 
 
A terrific and meaningful playback project has been happening in Palestine. The project has been endorsed formally by Jo Salas 
and Jonathan Fox, along with many other activist luminaries. A recent event is described thus:   

 

From September 23rd - October 1st 2012, people from around the 

world took part in a 9-day solidarity ride through the West Bank of 

occupied Palestine. During the ride, Palestinian actors and musicians 

used Playback Theatre to perform the personal accounts of community 

members throughout the region. Enactments will be based on autobio-

graphical stories about home demolitions, land appropriation, political 

imprisonment, the Separation Wall and other realities of life under Is-

raeli occupation. Participants on the freedom ride heard the stories that 

underscore the rich Palestinian history of creative protest, boycotts, 

general strikes, and other forms of popular struggle. 

 
You can learn about it and follow its progress at http://www.freedombus.ps/.  
 
A similar event is programmed for March 2013. Starting in Jenin on 17 March the Freedom Bus will engage in Solidarity ‗stays‘ in 

the Jordan Valley (18-21) and the South Hebron Hills (23-27) where participants will be involved in building reconstruction work, 

discussion groups, cultural events. The programme also includes an event to mark WORLD WATER DAY on 22 March. 

 

Register your interest by 15/2/2013  freedombus@the freedomtheatre.org 

The Freedom Bus Project 

PALESTINE 

Mountaine Jonas 
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During the 2011 International Playback Theatre Conference, Jan Platander (Norway) and Pontus Holmgren 

(Sweden) presented a detailed summary of their frameworks and learning for applying playback within organ-

isational change work in a dedicated workshop presentation. 
 

The presentation was informed by almost 20 years of reflective practice, learning on the job, learning from 

experience and trial and error by Jan, Pontus & Synne Platander and their companies Teater Nu (1995-1999) 

and Teater X (founded in 1999). 
 

The workshop sought to explore the skills and knowledge needed to facilitate playback workshops in organisa-

tional settings, sharing their criteria for success and their methods to create commitment among stakeholders 

charged with the complex process of making change happen. 

 

Jen Kristel in Bangladesh 
 

In March 2012 I undertook a trip to Bangladesh. I have been traveling to Bangladesh since 2003 to work with universities and area 

NGO‘s (particularly the Unite Theatre for Social Action based in Chittagong). When I am there, I teach Playback Theatre and more 

recently began teaching Expressive Arts therapy at the University of Dhaka. Typically I go for a few weeks and offer centre-based 

training that are supplemented by other training that addresses particular concerns of the participants. For example, the use of Play-

back theatre to address those afflicted with HIV and AIDS. 

These trips are always full and complex. The trip I wish to write about here however had more complexity to it than in my previous 

visits. For one thing, this visit included a trip to the small village of Mirsarai, outside Chittagong by the Bay of Bengal. The purpose 

was to bring Playback Theatre to an anti bullying project. This project came about due to an accident that occurred 8 months earlier 

(July 11, 2011) when the community experienced the tremendous loss of 45 boys after the truck they were traveling in – going at a 

high speed – rolled over into a watery ravine. They were coming home together after being at a Football game. Through this event, 

the community as a whole was understandably thrown into a deep grief. In Bangladesh, there is a deep connection to having boys. 

They are considered the pillars of the family and are expected to support the family financially. Historically, in Bangladeshi culture, 

girls do not hold as much emotional weight. Girls, when married, move to their husband‘s home, away from their family of origin.  

Boys are also more likely to go to college more than girls. Therefore, the loss of these boys was complex; firstly it was certainly an 

emotional loss – the loss of children they loved deeply. It was also was a financial loss in the perception of these families. Some 

families lost all their children, other families still have girl children, but after the tragedy found it very challenging to relate to the 

girls, or to support them in their pain. The cultural norm is that girls are not taken as seriously. One of the fall-outs from this trau-

matic experience is that other children in the community were verbally bullying siblings of some of the family members who died. 

As well, because of very complicated social norms and expectations, families (including the adults) were being bullied by other 

members of the community and shunned, as there was the misperception that the families who lost children were receiving financial 

assistance from the government (1). 

In preparing for this trip, a team of 12 people that have trained in Playback Theatre and psychodrama was organized. Working with 

organizers Reza Aziz and Nila Farzana through Skype for months beforehand, I arrived in Chittagong from Dhaka where I gave a 

workshop at the university on Using Expressive Therapies for Stress Reduction. Nila and one other psychologist from the training in 

Dhaka then joined us in Chittagong, where we met up with the other people who were to be in the training with us. 

Within the team, a few had taken training with me in expressive therapies. During this workshop, we had a view of life in Bangla-

desh, as during the Dhaka training there were interruptions due to political rallies that the Opposition to the Government was holding 

in Dhaka. It meant that for the first day in Dhaka, there was no public transportation allowed except for bicycle rickshaws - There 

were very real concerns over potential violence in the city- particularly near us, as the Dhaka University students were also protest-

ing against the government. So for those who came, the workshop was well timed and well used! 

Once in Chittagong, this was also a time for me to assess the groups‘ knowledge and abilities around using Playback Theatre and 

other drama based skills that we would use in Mirsarai. There was a lot to hold. The training team included 3 clinical psychologists 

(2 of who would go to Mirsarai), UTSA staff that work using theatre in the slums of Chittagong, people who have trained in Play-

back and/or Psychodrama. In addition to this experience, the group was also multi generational (including the 18 month old daughter 

of 2 of our members) and multi faceted. 

continued on following page 
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Jen Kristel in Bangladesh      from pervious page 

 

We began with an ambitious 3-day training called "Developing Empathy using Playback Theatre" This workshop included under-

standing trauma work, and outlining the ways in which we were to use Playback Theatre to understand and work with the issue of 

bullying. On a previous trip in October 2011, Mark Wentworth and Dynamic Theatre worked with this community, and I was aware 

that alongside the bullying focus, a fair amount of grief work might still be needed. In the two trips that Reza and a small team made 

before March 2012 to make an assessment of the community‘s needs, it was decided that the overall focus would be on offering sup-

port to families that lost children on an individual level, and that we would need to  also do an anti bullying campaign in the schools. 
Therefore the team needed to be able to cope with and handle very sensitive material, and be able to support people who were (most 

likely) still is in deep grief. 

In light of this information, included in the training was a day of personal work, team building and self-care techniques to support 

each other and that we would also use within the community at Mirsarai. This was vital, for the integrity of the team which included 

me as an acting supervisor, so team building and bringing me into the fold was very important. This work helped us connect with 

each other in a way that would bring support when the time really demanded it. We also worked on Playback skills and trained in an 

anti bullying process using Playback, Sociodrama and roleplay. (2) It truly was an eye opening and heart opening. We also did some 

work on grounding ourselves when integrating challenging, stressful material.  

I was aware that going into the community 8 months after the event meant that the community was still 

going to be deeply grieving at some levels. For this reason, we discussed the need to understand how to 

work with people in trauma and went over the basics of trauma counseling. As many of the team worked 

in this field, most had an understanding of what this meant. More tools and techniques for grounding a 

person in their emotions, and de-escalating emotions in order for people to move through deep emotional 

material were shared. Techniques included breathing, meditation and visualizations. For cultural reasons 

we needed to modify some techniques so that we could meet the cultural needs of the village. Since par-

ticipants are used to the need for this from their experience of thinking this through with Playback it was 

not difficult. For instance, in the picture at right, two participants are using the "Heart sandwich" as a 

way to help person access emotions and to feel supported and grounded. In order for it to work, only 

people of the same gender can work together. Often in doing Playback, we playback stories with an all 

women or all men‘s team so that the actors have the ability to deeply physicalize the story. After this 

training and time together we were ready to meet the community. 

We set out, and our first stop was to the site of the accident. The place where an open 

truck that was going way too fast, swerved and went into a watery ditch (see photo at 

right); the place where the 45 students who were sitting in the back were killed or 

drowned. It was a powerful memorial of remembrance. We all stood in silence, reflecting 

on the enormity of this experience as children and parents ourselves. 

Mirsarai is a little town that is made up of two distinct subsections. Socioeconomically 

mixed, the community is both Muslim and Hindu. We worked with people of all levels of 

economics and religion. There were a lot of cultural realizations for me on this trip. Cul-

tural norms in general, were more conservative than in Chittagong. In debriefing with the 

group each day, I discovered that the norms were different for many people in the group 

as well.  

We worked in one area – which posed a bit of an issue for those in the other township until they realized that we really had our hands 

full doing what we could in one town. Mostafa Kamal Jatra, the director of UTSA was instrumental in networking and speaking with 

different community leaders and helping to organize how everything would be run.  

One thing that I was very pleased about is that we convinced the journalists to stay away while we worked. This was vital for the 

integrity of our work and to create the confidential safety needed for any of the participants to share what they wanted. people were  

fragile and some trauma care was necessary,  so we were relieved. What was very apparent was that many of the journalists had no 

real idea of what we were trying to do. From experience we also could not be sure either how information from interviews with us 

would be taken. Quite often, what we said was completely turned around and used against us. It was important, in order to prevent 

sensationalistic journalism, that we carefully monitor when and where journalists would be invited to observe our work.  

This was driven home in our very first session when doing Playback with 150 people in the community hall, due to the deep emo-

tional grieving happening within the group, we broke from Playback and made circles (men‘s and women‘s) in order to be able to 

support and bring people back into focus. That was the first moment that our team used the trauma skills they had learned. We were 

trying to ground people. The journalists were taking pictures even after we had told them not to. It was not long before the journalists 

were thrown out of the hall. The article coming out after that was sensationalist. 

     continued next pg. 
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  Below: snapshots from the Bullying work with school groups 
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Jen Kristel in Bangladesh 
 

As a team, we stayed together in one house – this was wonderful as it allowed us easy access to each other. We had team meetings 

twice daily in my room to allow for daily debriefing and exploring ways to do things differently if need be and to be able to support 

each other. It was tremendously important and grounding. We ate at a small "hotel" another name for cafeteria. They were 

amazed that a "foreigner" would eat there (I really stood out everywhere I went. I was the only white person in the whole town.  On 
the first day I had people just walking into my bedroom to look at me. So I had to lock my door when I was alone. It seemed to calm 

down after I started meeting people). I also noticed that we were the only group at the hotel with women. Women do not go out to 

these hotels, as it is a male dominated space, but in our case they allowed it as they were hired to provide us with meals 3 times a 

day. 

Stories were told in a variety of ways: From the first day, we connected at the heart level and supported men and women to recon-

nect not only with their family and friends but also with themself on a deep emotional level using Playback Theatre, art and story 

circles. 

Sharing the stories from all  was not easy – one thing that is prevalent in Bangladeshi culture is about how important boys are. The 

45 students who were killed were all boys. Boys in this culture are the ones that often go to college, earn a living and care for their 

parents. Girls unfortunately do not represent the same kind of value. So one thing that we found was happening was that many of the 

girl siblings were being left to mourn on their own and in some cases ignored. A large part of our work was to support parents to 

open up more emotionally to their girl children and to reconnect, and to do this through Playback Theatre. We were heartened when 

we saw this occur. 

As stated earlier, one of our main missions was to offer an anti bullying program to the schools. We worked in the fourth- and third- 

standard classrooms. Each class had about 80 students. We split the team in half to do this and on the first day introduced the issue of 

bullying. Through game playing exercises, and theatre games we did community and team building work with the children, We 

did role play and also used sociodrama and Playback and other theatre methods including Forum theatre in which the kids then told 

us what and how they wanted to see a bullying scene end differently; end in a way that would support the victim. We created art and 

did Playback to support all the feelings. Amidst moderate chaos, the children learned different ways to listen to each other and re-

spect each other. By the third day when they had created posters for the school, all the children knew at least 3 ways to prevent bul-

lying and to stop it when they see it happening and had a way to process the feelings around the issue. 

As a final event, we offered a Playback Theatre performance for the community. Many of the families we visited came as did many 

community leaders.  We allowed the journalists to come in and view what had been experienced the previous days. It was poignant 

and touching to see how people had made significant shifts in some cases from not wanting to engage to engaging and participat-

ing. It was deeply moving and very powerful. One story that was told was by a father whom had lost both his children. He talked 

about how he felt differently than he had before we came to work with them; that he was able to process things in a different way 

now about his children‘s deaths and his own life. A woman we worked with could not stay seated. She was pulled to her feet by the 

trance of personal stories being made into beautiful art. 

That was the end of our work in Mirsarai but not the end for our group 

(see photo of group on their return to Chittagong at right). Back in Chit-

tagong, we then debriefed the experience through Playback, art and move-

ment, sharing what worked, what was challenging, and what could have 

been different. Like any project, there are bugs to be worked out. One 

huge hurdle for future work is making sure that people continue training 

in counseling skills, to continue working on their Playback skills, to be 

able to embrace the challenging stories, and to keep working as a team to 

keep developing as a group. Challenging for the team as they all live 

in different geographic locations. 

Over all, the experience was positive and we made a deep and lasting im-

pression. Leaders in the community have invited the team back. For this 
kind of work to continue to be effective, it is important for the team to 

continue practicing skills, deepen and gain even more clinical skills to 

handle the deep grief and trauma that people in Mirsarai experienced. Like 

any group doing this work, a commitment to the continued deepening of 

their own relationship to each other as a team, and strengthening the skills 

in Playback Theatre is key. For more information about training in Bangladesh, please feel free to contact me.  

Onek Shuvechcha, Dhanyobad! 
 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
(1) Later on, we found out that our group was also perceived incorrectly as giving money to the families- a misconception that forced us 

to re-evaluate how we organize this kind of work and look at what is needed to maintain respect and integrity for community mem-
bers as well as the team itself. 

(2) Developed by the Hudson River Playback Theatre Company and is their “No More Bullying Program” for more info: http://
hudsonriverplayback.org/what-we-do-2/no-more-bullying/). 

 

 
Jen Kristel is a founding member of the Vermont Playback Theatre company. Vice President of the Centre of Playback Theatre New York, she 

is an artist and an expressive arts therapist, who also serves on the Board of Very Special Arts (Vermont). A graduate of the School of Play-

back Theatre (1995) she has also taught Playback Theatre in India and in Indonesia.. jkristel61@hotmail.com 
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Female Factory Workers Tell Stories from 

their Daily Life 

A long-term project combining Playback Theatre with work on biographies and local community development in 

Austria 

Margarete Meixner 

Director of SOG. THEATER, Austria 

The lack of clarity about my role made me doubt if I should implement a project with the method of Playback Theatre in the mu-

nicipality in which I live. Eventually it was exactly my closeness to the situation that gave me the special motivation to go for it, and 

the Mayor was also fascinated by the idea. Our company - SOG Theatre - started in the frame of a regional cultural festival the 

project called "Women Work" ("Frauen.Arbeit"), a six-month long project with and for female industrial workers. The project com-

bined working with biographies with historical research in the region and the development and inclusion of the local community.  

Here I aim to present the concept behind the project and to reflect on the experiences we had and made. Perhaps in reading 

about our work, it might provide an impetus for you to conduct a similar project in your own surroundings. 

The muncipality in which we did the project consists of 2,300 inhabitants and lies in the eastern part of Austria about 80 km south 

of the capital Vienna. It is a village embedded in a mountainous area with a lot of forests and meadows. It is traditionally an indus-

trial region where generations of inhabitants have worked and still work in the factories nearby. 

 

The project and its main milestones 

A diverse project team consisting of 13 women who came from all parts of the muncipality – young women and old women 

working together. Women from various parties and groups, with different working background all came together under the 

guidance of SOG Theatre who held the heart of this huge project. 

The women started to meet regularly to exchange experiences and to plan further steps project. In researching the project, the 

women searched for any traces relating to the issue of women and work. Each of them interviewed former and current female 

factory workers who are close to them in their personal surrounding and network: their neighbours, their friends and relatives. 

Thirty women were asked about the dreams they had when they were teenagers and about their first experience of their jobs. 

They were asked about their way of working, about their daily life in the factory, and about experiences of solidarity and experi-

ences of conflict. They were asked about how they combined work with other tasks at home and within their family; as we asked, 

we listened and we documented the stories that we were told. 

The next step was a non-public evening with Playback Theatre. 40 women came. There were workers of the factories and mem-

bers of the project team. It was a wonderful evening, very touching, exciting and motivating. Women across three different gen-

erations told stories – starting shyly at the beginning but soon after, with a lot of passion - about their work-life, about difficult 

situations and critical moments and also about their dreams. The team from SOG Theatre acted as a mirror for these stories 

through the playback theatre method.  

Included below are some of the stories from the women: 

 

Anna: "On a Friday after work I left work with a colleague. We made some 

jokes. On Monday the doorman told us that we had been seen by the Gen-

eral Director of the enterprise who had said: 'If these women at the end of a 

working week still have something to joke about, then something must be 

wrong.' I have never forgiven him for that."  

 

Monika: "I never have my mouth shut. Once we had to work on Sunday 

during the time of Carnival, and I said to the lead worker: 'If we really must 

work on this special Sunday, at least some Krapfen [1] would actually be 

nice!' And then he really went to the bakery and brought us back some 

Krapfen.“ 

In cooperation with the storytellers we create two so called  "Suitcases of memory"  (see photo above) in the step by step model of 

Reminiscence Theatre from Pam Schweitzer (GB) using items and pictures of the working conditions from the times when the 

storytellers were employed. This process gave us the true highlight at the close of the project. The end of the project was a public 

continued next pg.  
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evening with Playback Theatre in a local restaurant. About 150 visitors from the muncipality and from the region came - young 

and old, male and female. A carefully designed brochure with the women's stories and the two  "Suitcases of memory"  were 

presented. 

 

Successes and lessons learned 

In reflection we could appreciate that we managed to create a structure which allowed us to incorporate the project well into the 

muncipality. There were many press articles written about the project and the project was financially well supported and received 

appreciation throughout Austria. The project received the Cultural Award of the County of Lower Austria (see photo below). 

Gabriele Heinisch-Hosek, the Austrian Federal Minister for Women and Civil Services commended the project saying: 

The project 'Frauen.Arbeit' fulfils on important task. Through stories and experiences of 
elder women [...] this project manages to make female industrial labour visible and 
understandable also for the present time. Therefore I want to thank the initiators and 
SOG. THEATER for this meaningful and important research following the traces of 

women’s work history and securing them in the present“ 

The project had an approximate concept with a clear start and a clear ending. During the process a lot of improvisation was 

necessary - and this was a good thing. Playback Theatre was not known in this rural area until our project but it was a successful 

method for our project aim. We received a lot of positive feedback and the participating women were proud of the project. 

What we found was the it was important to have a well designed brochure about the project with background information, the 

project schedule, stories and comments of representatives of politics, science and culture for achieve good dissemination and 

documentation. The brochure was a good means to show and explain what Playback Theater is and what kinds of opportunities it 

opens.  

Although my role was discussed with the local authorities, there was still a lack of clarity at times during the project: whether I 

participate as a citizen of our community or as the director of SOG. THEATER. 

Regretfully, tt was not possible to ensure that responsible persons and decision makers within the factories involved attended the 

events. This was very unfortunate and a pity. We did managed to make three generations of women and their achievements in 

their labour work visible. Visible for us and visible for others. 

 

[1] ―Krapfen“ are a sweet Austrian speciality similar to a doughnu t(donut) which are traditionally eaten at Carnival time. 

 

 

Margaret Meixner is the director of SOG THEATER in Austria. She 

has a MSc and is a graduate of the SPT - NY in 2009. SOG Theatre 

are interested in helping people tell their stories. They integrate a 

range of methods in their approach including Playback Theatre, 

alongside Pam Schweitzer’s Reminiscence method and Boal’s Forum 

method. They are based in the Centre for Educational Drama and 

Strategic Performance in Wiener Neustadt Austria.  

m.meixner@SOG-theater.at / http://www.SOG-theater.com 

 

 

Translation from german to english: Matthias Haberl, Maria Maier  
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Around the World in 6 Days 

Part II 
This is the second part of a two-part documentation of the 6 day playback event in London from 

15-20 May 2012. WORLD PLAYBACK WEEK was convened in London UK by prominent 

playback proponent Veronica Needa and her company True Heart in collaboration with a range 

of UK-based  playback companies including London Playback Theatre, Mirror Mirror, True 

Heart Theatre and Queer Playback Theatre; and in partnership with European –based companies 

from France (Theatre du Bouche a Oreille), from Greece (Psi Playback), from Norway 

(Audun ), Hungarian Company—Psy Theatre, and Italian Company—Meta Playback. This sec-

ond part includes reports from performances by Audun Mollan Kristoffersen from Norway per-

forming with some London friends for the Norwegian/London community, Psytheatre from 

Hungary;  Meta Playback from Italy, the True Heart Theatre company from London and the UK

-based Queer Playback Theatre. 

 
Compiled by Claudia Vau & Veronica Needa 

 
 

Saturday 19 May— Norwegian As the event organizer, I had made 
a good relationship with the Norwegian Seamen‘s Church in London. 
And they had agreed to support this event by directing their commu-
nity members to us as a way to celebrate Norwegian National Day. 
They estimated 60-80 people including children would come. They 
would cancel their normal Saturday morning Norwegian language 
school, and recommend their members to come to our event at the 
NDT. A week before, the headmistress calls to say she was going to 
bend to the will of some parents by running her school anyway; and 
the full house I was anticipating for our workshop/performance be-
came a very small audience of two families. So deeply frustrating! 
Particularly so, because at the end of our little jewel of a workshop / 
performance for them, one of the parents said it was a terrible shame 
that the whole community were not there to enjoy this experience, 
which he found very special and precious. Larry Ng, recent Playback 
Theatre Leadership graduate, was a performer in this event with my-
self, Hsiang-ru Lin from True Heart Theatre and guest musician Fer-
nando Antonio Dos Santos, working alongside Audun as facilitator 
speaking in both Norwegian and English.  

Larry Ng shares his experiences here: 

―During the week of Norwegian National Day, the public performance offered by Audun and his friends showed the communal significance of 

Playback Theatre in an intimate, cozy and small-scale context of everyday life. Two families (four adults and three children), which originated 

from different places in Norway but now settled in London, participated in the event, which consisted of interactive activities in the first half, and 

a full-length Playback performance in the second half, after a tea break. The two parts became one organic process in which connections—

connections both between generations and between families in the same community—were formed and deepened, and it culminated in the shar-

ing of stories through Playback Theatre. 

Even the tea break turned out to be a key component for this event: One six-year-old little girl, who generally withdrew herself from the group in 

the first half, surprisingly volunteered to be the first teller in the performance and this may be because during the tea break one of the actors 

made a connection with her, not with any structured games but simply in the form of spontaneous child‘s play with drama elements. She told of 

her enjoyment in reading books and how books opened new worlds to her. This sharing induced other stories within the theme of childhood ex-

perience, including the parents‘ own stories about their favorite activities and favorite place in their childhood. Many moments were shared: 

cherishing memories, different feelings as a child, the contrast of past and present in the hometown and so on. Then another girl shared a longer 

story about a fearful dream she had and her gratitude to her mother being with her when she woke up. Following this a father shared a story 

about his connections to the land of his hometown, his feelings about the changes and his desire to share these precious aspects of this land with 

his children. 

As the performance unfolded, we could witness an inter-generational dialogue in which the children shared their feelings about the world from 

their eyes and the parents shared not only from their viewpoint as adults, but also about their own childhood to their children. Through Playback 

Theatre as a platform, the two generations, as well as the two families with different backgrounds, contacted and connected with each other 

through their childhood and their child-hearts. We could see here how community bonding naturally formed. 

Quite often, Playback Theatre, in small-scale, non-crisis ordinary life context, is overlooked. But this event showed clearly that this kind of Play-

back practice has an essential value for both community and humanity. It requires playbackers to have specific skills and integrity for such val-

ues to be embodied, via performance and the facilitation of a communal event.‖ 

 

We were pleased to hear that parents found the event relevant. One of the parents said “Very warm welcome. Games were engag-
ing and fun for adults and children. Playback: beautiful, poetic improvisation with great piano accompaniment. Very moving.” 

Another said “I have enjoyed most the opportunity for children to experience their stories acknowledged and given back to them in a 
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Saturday 19 May — Italy 

Meta Playback is one of the earliest Playback Theatre 
groups in Italy.  Founded in 2002 they are four trainers 
who offer a team approach in working with groups in a 
variety of professional contexts.  Two women Alessan-
dra Ivaldi and Elena Roncoroni; and two men Fausto 
Radaelli and Francesco Valentini, sharing a common 
training in Moreno‘s Action Methods and in Jonathan 
Fox‘s Playback Theatre. Most of their performances of 
Playback Theatre are in a training context so they have 
developed a way of working with just 4 people, which 
includes conductor and musician. The musician is often 
in the enactment with the two actors. And sometimes, 
depending on the ‗form‘, the conductor is also in the 
enactment. It was a performance of both elegance and 
delicacy, with a strong sense of ritual holding. 

Our audience members said: 

 “Pure, clean, delicate and beautiful. Great 
to see”; “soft and gentle way”, “I enjoyed the 
whole performance and especially the fact that 
they were using Italian and English…” “Good 
energy, welcoming, perceptive, genuine.” “I 
enjoyed the way we started with photos of 
different hands.” 
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Saturday 20 May—Hungary 

We were privileged to have 5 members of Psytheatre from Hungary in 
London. Several members come from the original line up of Rögtön-
zések színháza (The Theater of Improvisation), which was the first 
Playback Theatre group in Hungary founded in 1993. The current 
group is Tihamér Bakó, Attila Donath, Kálmán Pálmai, Péter Simon. 
The love of Playback Theatre is so often shared across the genera-
tions of a family. Attila was performing with his son Balázs Némret on 
music. 

It is indeed rare to see men demonstrating deep empathy and softness 
alongside a repertoire of other expressions of mood and physicality. 
But perhaps not so rare in the Playback world. We were hoping for 
more Hungarian migrants to be part of the audience. So many are 
leaving Hungary to look for work elsewhere in the European Economic 
Community these days, and many have come to the UK. But they 
were hard to locate, so our audience was mainly of playback folk and 
friends. And the five men of Hungary were well received by them.  

In the feedback forms, someone new to Playback Theatre in the audi-
ence said  

―A very new, eye opening experience - not like anything I 
have ever been to before. The Hungarians are amazing!”  

and someone else said  

“Emotions – very good”, another said “Very interesting 
interactions, playful performances, great musician”. 

new format. And my own experience of my story.” And yet another said ―Lovely playing with 

words/language games. Child-like quality in improvisation we all related to.” 

Sunday 20 May — True Heart Theatre performed on Sunday afternoon with our guest musician Joanna Qiu. We are lucky to have 

a classical Chinese musician play for us from time to time. She loves Playback Theatre but cannot always attend rehearsals. So 

many Playback companies have this dilemma particularly with musicians I think! 

However she brought her entire family to Amsterdam in the summer of 2011, where she attended the 5-day Core Training in PT 
there (it was the CPT Summer School 2012), and sent her husband off to entertain their two boys of 8 and 11 during the daytime! 
We had a warm afternoon of stories about loving relationships. A red thread that encompassed celebrating partnership: the deep-
ening through time; the first spark of attraction still burning bright. And then stories about loving oneself: a realization after many 
years of ‗doing‘ for others; and for an adoptee that finding her birth mother was not the answer, learning to love herself is. 

Our audiences said  

“The feeling of collective warmth, support and insight”; “Wow, engaging, inspiring, fully pre-
sent, containing.” “Deep listening of the actors and freshness of the action.” 

Sunday 20 May 2012—Queer Playback 

The whole week of Playback Theatre ended with a full house on the theme ―What‘s so queer about being queer?‖ hosted by 
Queer Playback Theatre (UK).  

QPT was founded in 2011 by Lorna Henry, Jane Hoy and Arnet Donkin, as a creative space in which LGBT people could share 
their stories in a safe environment knowing the actors share similar experiences. They are a collective of Playbackers from the 
UK, with some guests from Europe. 

Many stories, much laughter, some tears. Great photos!  The audience said: 

“I enjoyed the opportunity to hear different people's stories; the honesty, depth and humour”; “powerful, intriguing and strong”; 
“excellent rapport with audience”; “Enlightening and liberating”. 

Find them on Facebook and on their blog http://queerplaybacktheatre.blogspot.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An Art for Multicultural Communities (AMC) partnership project  

with True Heart Theatre, The New Diorama Theatre  & Grundtvig  

Lifelong Learning Partnerships & the European Commission 



 

Playback for change   
Part Two 2003-2008  

 

 

Facilitating stakeholder dialogues for change in organisations and society 

In the June 2012 issue. Jan Platander (Norway) and wrote about the challenges in becoming a Professional Company by charting 

the early experiences, 1995 – 2003 within Teater Nu (1995-1999), and Teater X (1999-2003). The paper formed the basis for the 

work he presented during the 2011 International Playback Theatre Conference with his long term colleague Pontus Holmgren 

(Sweden). The workshop sought to explore the skills and knowledge needed to facilitate playback workshops in organisational set-

tings, sharing their criteria for success and their methods to create commitment among stakeholders charged with the complex proc-

ess of making change happen. Read on here, for Part II of Jan’s story in which he recounts the lessons he learning in almost 20 

years of reflective practice, learning on the job, learning from experience and trial and error with , Pontus & Synne Platander in their 

companies Teater Nu (1995-1999) and Teater X (founded in 1999). 

 
Maturing internally as an organization and refining art & relevance in organisations 

 
We now had an organizational body for Teater X and our first website launched around 2004. Some members had left, we 
had recruited new, artistically strong members, and the team had established a beautiful aesthetic professionalism. We 
experimented with forum-theatre, IMPRO, and other elements to be more apt to the needs of the settings. We even lent 
ourselves to be alternative living Power Point illustrations for lecturers/speakers a few times, once at a kick-off event for a 
Corporate Health Care presenting themselves to new clients another time at the Ministry of Finance that had a seminar 
about managers responsibility when it came to monitoring and induce a good working climate. 

During this time Teater X established some long-term relationships with some of the consultants that used us, one of them 
being Stefan Dahlberg and his Competence Compagniet that became of great significance to us. 

This group is a network of consultants having assignments in a variety of organizations, including experience with Debrief-
ing and Crisis Management. We have been a re-occurring part of his/their resources over the years. We‘ve been hired sev-
eral times in different settings, for ranging from programs for managers for sales driven privately held organizations as well 
as government officials. 

The Swedish State run Pharmaceutical Organization, Apoteket AB [1], were clients that was established through this col-
laboration. Stefan Dahlberg and Pontus Holmgren (who later became a member in Teater X) ran a ‖Large Group‖ work 
over two days. The group was aimed at merging two cultures under a new manager. Teater X was hired to end day one 
with stories from situations that these managers had encountered in their worklife. It was a rather humorous and lightweight 
performance and that was maybe the first time we felt really satisfied despite the lack of emotional depth. There was a 
strong sense of community present. We were actually helping to build bridges between two cultures, being part of a ritual 
for these managers under a new manager. This felt important and meaningful to us. 

And as Pontus put it at that time the difference with other entertaining things one could have ended the day with, this play-
back event was both entertaining and kept the participants within their own context were other entertainer/lecturers bring 
their audiences mentally to their own universe. 

The impact we had on the audience was great and the appreciation that followed was vast. The ensemble helped to open 
up system boundaries between the members in the two departments which were to become one. Teater X has been hired 
several times from different departments within this organization after this. 

The afore mentioned professional network of debriefers, Competence Compagniet (CC) had to deal with private and corpo-
rate traumas in the aftermath of the Asian/Thailand Tsunami in 2004. Scandinavian countries were hit rather hard. Many 
families celebrating Christmas holiday in this part of Asia were targeted and around 500 to 600 hundred persons from 
Scandinavia never came back. CC worked with one of the main travel agencies over a period of many months. We decided 
to offer Playback Theatre as one of the healing rituals for those professional debriefers who had witnessed and contained 
so much suffering from others. Stefan, had as mentioned earlier, hosted Teater X in several different corporate training 
programs, saw a potential for our offer to be a nice contribution later that spring. Other people in his network were con-
cerned if theatre was the right thing to do in a situation as this. The risks, involving a theatre company that by vulgar ama-
teurism might ridicule professional helpers that were shaken personally and had high professional standards, were at hand. 
All of us Playbackers had a strong commitment to do this performance. None of us were personally hit by the tragedy even 
if I had an adult daughter in Kao Lak/ Thailand at the time of the catastrophe. Stefan managed to get acceptance among 
his peers to have us as part of the ritual and a team of five Playbackers launched our act of service, 
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In the afternoon before dinner all the debriefers, who had been in different groups during the day, were led in to this big beautiful 
old industrial hall. The lighting and the atmosphere were sacred; it was high under the roof, white walls, some fabric hanging from 
the ceiling in transparent ways. One big white rugged carpet was our stage. We had placed the boxes and the cloth in a standard 
Playback setting. I was the musician at that moment and Maria was the conductor. The performance started with short forms from 
organizing and standby positions that many had withheld. Some images from lonely homecoming kids were offered:‖- what hap-
pened to that Finnish boy who walked over the floor at Airport in transit for Finland with only a blanket covering him?‖ Stefan‘s 
own stories from both organizer and debriefer perspective were acted out as well as others. Some frustrations from the bystander 
debriefers that were put on hold for future work, led us slowly to also portray the paradoxes of on one side there was ‖trauma‖ and 
suffering on the other ‖business as usual state of mind‖ some of the debriefers had witnessed going down to Thailand. The stories 
were enacted bravely with beauty and respect and in one scene, Alan in the role of a Hotel manager trying his best to maintain a 
sense of everything is fine and ‖even the toilets are working as they should,‖ - ‖Look her mister,‖ grabs a ‖corner‖ of the huge 
round carpet, and I as the musician immediate mirrored him from the other side and we suddenly found ourselves dragging the 
carpet as a huge wave overturned everything left on stage, boxes, instruments, cloth - everything is turned upside down and cre-
ated a huge turmoil. That was a very special moment. 

This performance is one of the most profound in my Playback experience and is probably the most heartfelt organizational service 
I participated in. The level of seriousness and the contained trauma that was carried out by these heroic debriefers who also had 
lost a dear colleague in the tragedy was dense. 

It was almost too much for us in the ensemble especially in the minutes before we opened, and the moment when the audience 
members walked into the room that we had prepared. We had an involuntarily icebreaker by me presenting myself by the name of 
another actor in the opening. And I was maybe the person most known by name by the audience! The laughter that followed re-
leased a lot of tension in the whole room. After that we could work our way through the performance and in a respectful and artis-
tically daring way, contribute to this containing/closing ritual of the aftermaths of the Tsunami for this organization. 
 

Large Group work and Performance 

In those "maturing‖ years we also gained some useful experience of being consultants and playback performers at the same 
event. We did some performances were Synne and I were facilitating large group work during the day and ending the evening 
with Teater X. A concept that often works really smoothly. At some occasions we still struggled with how to integrate consulting 
and Playback more organically, so that the shift into the performance was not so abrupt. The warmup for participants and per-
formers were not always attuned. The Playback crew was not always on track with what was going on and what to expect, and 
sometimes they felt that the Playback work was a little too superficial and "out of the blue‖. Even though we, the facilitators, were 
quite satisfied with the outcome. We (facilitators) could see the stories that were told in the light of the previous work of the day. 
We didn‘t always successfully communicate this to the actors, and maybe not even for everyone in the audience. We were re-
minded that the Conductor always needs to ensure and "renegotiate‖ relevance in the here and now. And if this is prepared 
wisely, it is easier for everyone involved. 

Another example of this is when Synne was invited to do a performance with a City department that dealt with assimilation of im-
migrants through two vital but separate activities one being language training, that was the responsibility for one section and the 
other was finding/creating worklife training places that was the main responsibility for the other section. Synne as Conductor man-
aged to grasp the dilemmas at hand and by asking about the true and relevant job story experiences, and step by step created an 
atmosphere where the real issues at hand surfaced. The stories shared from the two cooperating units within the same depart-
ment really spotlighted their dilemmas and some good integrative work was done during the performance. The animation of a 
―planning sheet‖ that held the whole dilemma in itself was brilliantly enacted and right on target. Synne was really satisfied with 
how to really be of service for the organizational context. 

The performance‘s success took some careful planning and a really good warm up of the audience. The conductor had achieved 
a thorough understanding of the organizational context, its real need and its real challenges. She was also given a mandate by 
the organization and the boss to deal with these issues. The entertaining aspect of this performance was optional, the relevant 
processing of real dilemmas were the focus. 
 

Observations, Discoveries & Conclusions 

During the period from 2003-2008, with approximately 35 - 40 corporate performances completed, at around seven to eight a 
year, we saw the need to further elaborate our understanding and skills in dealing with organizational matters. Not every request 
is suitable for PT. Other Improv companies could be part of entertainment at conferences and we started to recommend other 
groups in the field to people who approached us. We saw a growing need to be more selective in what contexts we wanted to 
work in to set some clear criteria‘s on what we as an ensemble needed, in order to do a good job. 

Corporate work does not always get emotionally charged. Synne and I have had difficulties at times to communicate with the en-
semble that it does not have to be deep and existential to be of relevance for the context. 

During this time Synne and I wrote an article on findings we had done so far for a Nordic Drama magazine DRAMA (2007) in an 
issue on drama and theatre in the corporate field. We now saw even clearer that the level of satisfaction on behalf of the troupe 
and conductor had less to do with depth of stories, rather on relevancy and feeling of contributing to an actual visible need. We 
saw that the PT Company‘s preparation to organizational work needed to be taken care of. So that the expectations of the con-
ductor and ensemble aren‘t imposed on the audience who didn‘t respond or contribute in a ―desired‖ manner. The audience is not 
there to serve cues for us to show off by making clever art. Yes, indeed. A relevant question for any Playback company is: Who 
should be serving who? 

Our conclusion in the article states: 

“Whether it's entertainment, team building, conflict management, management development, con-
ferences, anniversaries or other performances it is important that purpose, context and mutual ex-
pectations are made clear and coherent. With proper warm up to the right context can playback  
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theatre be extremely rewarding for everyone involved. Customer dialogue is crucial to the outcome 

of a meaningful interaction between audience and the ensemble. Theatre X is at their best when 

given room for both humour and seriousness, existential and emotional resonance. When we get 

the trust to portray the important stories of individuals, groups and organizations it is a privilege to 

be in service as co-creative catalyst for a sense making experience.” 

Maturing internally as an organization 

When we as an ensemble raised our ambitions and got more involved with each other, internally and administrative, we saw that 
the time was never quite enough for the things we aspired to achieve. Many meetings raised more questions and issues com-
pared to the available time to process them. 

We tried to apply the motto ―striving for excellence and accepting imperfection,” even to administration, marketing and other less 
artistic and more organizational issues. The hard part was to accept the imperfection. The differentiation process concerning roles 
and functions in our internal organization continued. We soon saw that we needed backup, an administrative professional and 
hired a young student to be Marketing Assistant. We also formed a "marketing group” with her and two members including myself. 
We were a committee with special focus on strategies and measures for creating contracted works in the corporate field and re-
porting to the Board that held the overall responsibility. 

During this period the marketing group launched our series of recurring promotional lunches, especially designed to attract and 
build relations with even more organizational consultants. We wanted to approach business consultants more directly and strate-
gically. Developing relationships with them would help us to be more relevant to the settings we were facing. In turn we could be 
more of a useful tool for organizations‘ developmental needs. When we worked together with experienced business consultants 
we felt much more satisfied, as the pre-work was done by them and also that our contribution was possible to build upon for the 
consultant in their further work. By that we could relax and do our thing with a ―pre‖ and ―post‖ taken care of. We could be a more 
relevant useful block in the training programs most of the times. We also saw that they often were our gate ―opener‖ into organiza-
tions we ourselves didn‘t otherwise could access. We generally speaking saw the cooperation with other consultants as a success
-factor for entering the corporate field. My understanding at this time was that we didn‘t compete with them, rather complemented 
them with Playback Theatre. I saw that the future for us primarily was giving complimentary service to Organizational Consultants. 

After a year or so, the marketing group was weakened when our hired market assistant was recruited to be the treasurer for the 
Teater X - Association as nobody else wanted to take that role. 

She had some knowledge of bookkeeping and the board thought it was a good way (or at least convenient) of using her compe-
tence. The loss of manpower in the marketing group became evident after a while. She left us when she concluded that we had 
no funds to supporting having her on the payroll. 

Over the years we have always had a mixture of members who were employed outside of their work with Teater X and members 
who relied on its potential income. Sometimes the expectations were higher on getting paid than at other times. These shifts were 
valid and over time changed from persons within the group. From time to time many of us took up other jobs for survival which 
resulted in fluctuations in commitment to Teater X. The expectancy on PT as a substantial income source had not yet been met. 
 

External Supervision 

Di Adderly came to work with us on conducting, both with the group TX and also as part of the summer training for what was to 
become Skandinavisk PT Studio [2]. Di Adderly increased some sharpness and crisp to the conductor‘s possibilities to be direct 
without being intrusive and being entertaining without losing depth. 

During these years Synne and I also hired Tim Van Ness to facilitate PT for ―organizational development people‖ OD in coopera-
tion with GRO a company run by Pontus who later became member of Teater X. We wanted to strengthening the bonds with 
these groups as well as increase our own understanding of ―how to do it‖ including, How to make the personal narratives organ i-
zationally relevant? How to maintain a relevant openness in the midst of ―organizational political‖ correctness? Tim has taught at 
the Scandinavian PT Studio twice in Sweden so far. A few members of Teater X took part in these trainings with Tim together with 
business consultants from our network. Tim also spent some time together with Teater X internally, shared some of his learning‘s, 
and worked with the needs of our group. 

Some years earlier we also hired an external consultant Ron Wiener, a sociodramatist and business consultant from England, to 
work more directly on Teater X as an organization. He helped us to look ―objectively‖ at ourselves as well as identify what we 
wanted to be. It was a very creative, artistic and well attuned intervention that clarified a lot of our culture, our mindsets, and chal-
lenges. He helped us to clarify implications of having both a business part and a non-profit part to our work and helped clarifying 
significant roles functions and in relation to the default structure. 

The included mapping of roles and areas of responsibility is the most visible result from that weekend.  

The images of family matters and business matters made sense to us. We were a community that at times took up professional 
tasks that we got paid for. And different agendas needed to be taken care of in different ways. 

Ron was working with us knowing of Synne and myself moving to Norway in the future. And the default structure could no more 

rest solely in the hands of us. The collection of functions, roles and responsibilities was gathered of the whole of Theater X nam-

ing and categorizing the roles and the function we saw as necessary to maintain and develop Teater X in the way we wanted. My 

contributions to roles put on the chart were derived from my vision to create an economically rewarding and professionally driven 

Theatre Company that could have more members on the payroll. In order to maintain and develop Teater X these roles needed to 

be spread. It was I that after the weekend summarized this work into the image and presented it to the Teater X. Not all members 

shared the view that these were necessary functions/roles. Some thought it was a too ―big costume‖ to wear. Many members in 

the group saw the ambitions and focus on incomes and marketing in organizations as sidetracks and were mainly interested in  
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performing for a public audience. 

So we had a situation were not all members wanted to put effort into building TX to something that it wasn‘t already. During this 

time it was challenging to contain these differences within the group. Among them the aforementioned different levels of need for 

economical outcome, different levels of ambitions for the company, visible through both time allocated for rehearsals trainings and 

meetings as well as different willingness to voluntarily take on functions/roles. And of course the direction wanted for the future of 

the company.  

Artistic and administrative leadership for TEATER X had been at Platanders hand from the beginning, and altered during the 

years. We were ready to give up being the ―default structure‖ we, for obvious reasons, held as founders and leaders, and urged 

members to take on responsibility at many occasions during the years. We tried to see different organizational solutions to both 

further the professionalizing and also to include the wider circle of members. In 2008 we arrived at a separation of the business 

part and the association. So Platander Utbildning was again running the commercial side of Teater X and the association Teater X 

ran public performances and rehearsals roughly speaking. We could contain the differences and maintain an ensemble and a 

community through this decisions that in a way created two formally differentiated organizations. Overlapping in some cases and 

leaving things between chairs of each ―organization‖ at other times. While the structure we developed was no longer valid as a 

picture of one organization, it had surely helped to clarify where we differed in the way Teater X was and in our directions for the 

future. We saw clearer what parts were shared responsibilities and what part should remain in the custody of me and Synne. The 

pressure on taking up roles was lowered, and we legitimized every level of participating. This calmed down the ambitions for the 

association, at least temporarily. That has later developed into more frequent and ambitious profile. 

[1]  both Production and Chain of Drugstores. 

[2]  a centre of training for Playback Theatre in Scandinavia run by me and Synne  
 

To read the full paper including an extensive discussion of the frameworks that he implemented and studied to support his 

understanding and guided him along the way please contact Jan directly.  
 

Jan Platander first encountered Playback Theatre in 1995 through the young Norwegian, Synne This, who in 1994 had been one of the first 

graduates from School of Playback Theatre Leadership. Synne came to be a significant part of both my professional and personal life; we have 

been partners in life and in Playback since the spring of 1995.  

 

For more details contact Jan Platander (www.platander.no) or Pontus Holmgren, pontus.holmgren@gro.nu (www.gro.nu) 

Websites or facebook-sites:  www.teaterx.se 

    https://www.facebook.com/pages/Teater-X/157227091000121 

    http://www.playbackteater.se/Skandinavisk_Playbackteater_Studio/Valkommen.html 

    https://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=116092625086318&ref=ts 

Teater X and the Scandinavian Playback Teater Studio (is an affiliate of the Centre for Playback in New York). 

Thinking of writing for Interplay? — Interplay publishes a range of writing by members from criti-

cally reflective articles, propositions or comments about practice dilemmas, evaluations of and reports on practice projects or 
longer term playback work; news from regions, and updates on events, a range of other things. 

Upcoming Issues — Next issue will be focused on exploring the following themes in more depth: 

Playback Theatre, Music and the Playback Musician 

This issue will be compiled in collaboration with musician-writers Paul Gareau and Tonia Pinheiro 

      — Future issues will explore: 

Acting the Real 

Practice Reflection: Critique and Feedback 

Submission Deadlines 
June 2013 issue—25 April 2013 

December 2013 issue—25 September 2013 
 

Writers are motivated to submit their work for any numbers of reasons and mostly these submissions can be accommodated into 
one or other of these sections in Interplay.  If you would like to write for interplay take a look at the upcoming themes and email 
the editor with your idea and to ask for our submission requirements. 

Email     — readennis@me.com  
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Getting on the waves of the crisis or  
Meeting, Co-creation and Change through Playback 

A report from the  Italian Greek 4-Playback-Group meeting 

Petros Theodorou shares the inspiration behind the historical Italian-Greek playback meeting in Thessaloniki, Greece earlier this year (24-

26 February, 2012). Featuring two Italian and two Greek companies, the groups  
 

The inspiration and the motivation  

for this international Playback event originates from the idea that Playback is often used in difficult life turnings, affecting critically 

both the collective and the individual reality.  

The core of this idea is that Playback is a potentially effective means to support the co-creation of a precious intersubjective 

space, able to hold the pain, the despair, the loss, the hope and the visions of people suffering the often devastating ripples in the 

field.  

Europe, now, is definitely in a crisis reflecting everywhere and capturing much all the Mediterranean zone. Especially people in 

Greece are undergoing a threatening and painful long lasting process of vague political - social interactions, attempting in vain till 

now to smooth out the crisis. On the other hand, as it happens with most of other European countries, Italy is already sensing the 

dreadful touch of such similar big scale socio-political changes.   

But as any crisis may carry the reflections of threat and destruction, it might as well be seen as an opportunity too. The human 

potential may emerge during crisis in amazing ways. People tend to meet, to co-create, in order to enrich and smooth out the 

stream of change that is so blind and powerful in crisis.  

And Playbackers in Greece (from the groups T!NG and AquNa This) and in Italy (from the groups META Playback Theatre group 

and Sinend), were motivated to create together such a meeting. Their idea was to get ―on‖ the waves of he crisis, to use its 

power in order to create and meet each other.  
 

A Multidimensional Goal 

The goal of this Playback project  conceived by Greeks and Italians was multidimensional. One aspect was to take care of their 

reality on the existential level of the individual micro-universe, through the warmth of the contact process.  Another aspect, was to 

give birth to a collective event that through its shinning would affect the community.  And of course each one member of all the 

four groups had her own precious personal visions and goals, feeding with live energy this attempt.  
 

Background 

The background history of the event is roughly the following: About 7 years ago, Petros Theodorou (Greece) met with the META 

Playback Theatre group (Italy). They co-operated in several ways and also performed together in Italy and in Greece - e.g. in the 

9th European Gestalt therapy Conference in Athens (2007).  

In the meanwhile, Theodorou developed his personal approach for Playback, PSP (Process-Stage-Praxis), and founded the T!

NG Playback Theatre group. He was invited to Italy on a number of occasions to present PSP in workshops. There, he often en-

countered the Italian group SINEND in educative frames (who are also linked in various ways with META). META worked in train-

ing and supervision with T!NG, who also visited SINEND in Italy. Finally, this winter, the Greek group AquNa THIS ended their 3 

years training in Playback through PSP with Theodorou.  

Through the warmth and creativity of this lengthy and complex relational network, the idea of meeting in Thessaloniki emerged. 

The Italians (META and SINEND) came to Greece and met with T!NG and AQUNA THIS. 

There was no kind of a State Institution that supported financially the project. The Italians paid their own tickets themselves and 

were hosted in the homes of the Greeks, who privately organized  the whole event.  It was only the Municipality of Sikies (an area 

of the town of Thessaloniki), that supported the project, by offering the Sikies theatre for the event, and also framed the closing 

Greek - Italian performance of Saturday, open to the people of the Sikies Community. 
 

The Work 

There had been no fixed plan for the work. The common work of the 4 groups was based around the idea of a very short Play-

back meeting that that would attempt to create its own process and unique story.  The Italians arrived on Friday midday, and were 

received and accompanied to the Greeks‘ homes. In the afternoon, the 33 persons of the 4 groups making up the event, met at 

the theatre and worked 4 hours together.  

During the communications that preceded the event there had been some proposals to structure the work of the meeting, be-

cause of the extremely short time available. However, very soon, through Skype communication, it emerged that the our efforts to 

―control‖ the time produced stress that threatened the spontaneity of the meeting. The only thing pre-decided was to let things 

evolve on their own. What mostly came up in these preparatory conversations was that after all, in a crisis, nothing can be  

continued next pg. 
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IPTN Membership Renewal Reminder 

We are drawing to the end of the latest membership cycle. Your IPTN membership secre-

tary will be in touch with renewal information soon.  

If you are unsure of who your regional membership secretary is you can find their de-

tails on the website or contact the IPTN Board Membership Representative Jari Aho on 

jari.ahomansikka@gmail.com 



predicted. And in the case of the meeting the absence of any possibility to securely plan anything, was symbolized with the very 

short time available. 

On Friday all agreed to use the 4 hours to create a comfortable and safe framework for all persons involved. After a common impro-

vised warm up, the groups started presenting themselves. Each group improvised on its history, identity, features and goals. From 

the very first moment a powerful atmosphere of spontaneity and honesty started to develop. By the end of the day, there were 

some more common exercises, and we briefly discussed some ideas for the next day. We then all had dinner together and cele-

brated the beginning of the project. Emotions and need for contact and exchange created a warm evening with several events. 

On Saturday morning there was some common warm-up and opening processes. Then each of the four groups performed one by 

one, for the other three. What was prevailing was the common need to enjoy presence and sharing and not to get into a seminar-

like atmosphere. Of course some very interesting topics on stage-forms and performing techniques were discussed. Yet, in such 

cases, the focus was always oriented towards the process of ―telling to each other‖ and not so much on what content was told. 

After a brief lunch, the Saturday afternoon saw the groups planning the evening performance. The very experience of planning was 

an event by itself. There was no pre-planning and all took shape with lively energy. The risk of chaos was naturally floating over us. 

After all the four groups are Mediterranean ones with high temperament ... And this is not meant in the sense that Mediterranean 

people cannot be effective. It simply implies that the charged enthusiasm for organizing the performance, if not functionally chan-

neled, could easily explode and get lost instead of producing tangible results. However, this was not the case. The four groups 

carved their own way through to a structure for the performance in a rather short time. Ideas and needs were discussed as they 

emerged—for pros and cons. On one moment one person would step forward, then would go back to give her place to another 

―voice‖, and so on. We produced a beautiful and multi-coloured process. Sometime it seemed that nothing was taking shape but all 

were really enjoying what was happening. People were simply participating in the process trying different roles, there was a lot of 

movement, playfulness and no big-dramas or misunderstandings. And then, the performance shape emerged. It was decided that 

there would be 3 consecutive teams on stage, always mixed (with Italians and Greeks). 

The rest of the Saturday afternoon was dedicated just in playing freely in mixed teams. There was a fruitful, tender and respectful 

atmosphere of intimacy. There followed a very moving ritual of closing for the meeting; an exchange of presents, etc. In the final 

sharing what was underlined by all was the deep and inspired contact processes of the meeting that were firmly held by a powerful 

ritual that generated everybody‘s presence, availability and commitment.  

On Saturday evening, there was the Greek - Italian performance (with translation) in which the Italians and the Greeks performed 

on stage (mixed in enactments, music and conducting). The performance had some very good moments and some difficulties be-

cause of the changing teams, the translation, and the differences in mentality (in tellers and actors). 

What worked very well was the inspired ritual that was invented when the teams were interchanging on stage. The Greek audience 

and the people in charge of the Municipality participated warmly by offering their stories and feelings about being in the crisis, meet-

ing and changing. The stories told went between these two main topics: being with friends and have fun together; and regretting not 

having done something at the right moment to please someone and nourish the relationship. We  discussed whether  this topic of 

regretting (which was very strong in many stories) also tells something about the way people feel about the hard economical crisis 

in Greece. Furthermore, we wondered if the theme of fun with friends emerged to counterbalance the depression and frustration 

inherent in economic crisis. Finally, all this energy exploded joyfully in a second (almost) all night celebration with music. On Sun-

day morning the Italian participants left for home. 
 

Concluding 

What came out as a general impression is that people and the groups were profoundly touched and enriched during these 48 

hours. Moreover, they radiated to the community the discreetly healing reflections of their experience. In other words the Playback 

canvas offered its precious gifts once more, hosting beyond geographical boundaries the beat of so many hearts, tuning with each 

other through both explicit and implicit sharing. 
 

Petros Theodorou is a Gesalt Therapist in private practice working with groups and individuals. He is an experienced artist and composer and 

has given Playback Theatre training in Greece and abroad. petrosth@otenet.gr 
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INTRODUCING the new and improved 

Company Partnerships program 
 

Company Partnerships is the way  Playback Theatre companies around the world become an official partners 

of the Centre 

 

Benefits Include: 

 10% off all Centre for Playback trainings 

 Being listed on our website (with a link to your website) 

 Two newsletters per year from founder Jonathan Fox 

 Priority is given to Playback Centre Company Partners when Jonathan books his year of 

international training workshops 

 
A new special added benefit will be that Company Partner projects will be featured on the Centre 

homepage, including a photo and description of your project. Company Partners will be invited to send 

in documentation of their recent projects and a committee will select a company to be featured every few 

weeks. 

  

Fee: US $150/ year.  

Go to http://www.playbackcentre.org/our-partners/company-partners/join 

Community Playback Theatre 
(New York) 
Encounter Playback Theatre 
(Hong Kong) 
London Playback Theatre 
(England) 
NOLA Playback Theatre (USA) 
Playback Theater Bumerang 
(Zurich) 
Reflections of Shands Hospital 
(Florida) 
Spektrum – PlaybackTheater 
Schaffhausen (Switzerland) 
Spiegelbühne Frankfurt Play-
back Theater (Germany) 
Sterling Playback Theatre 
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In my elements…. 2012: a long summer full of 

playback 
 from Ali©e Faber 

 
Alice Faber from The Netherlands shares her stories from a special summer of playback theatre from her first European Playback Gathering 

when she traveled to South West of England, to her experience of queer playback in Shrewsbury.  

 

It was the end of the summer and Pauline and I agreed to travel together and invented a nickname high in the sky on our way to Tot-

ness: Double Dutch. Pauline works as a playbacker in Amsterdam and I work with a company in the North of the Netherlands. It was 

the end of the summer and it felt a bit strange to leave our partners and children after beautiful holidays and make a trip just for our-

selves. But we lost that feeling in the taxi from Exeter to Dartington House… this was amazing, like driving miss Daisy! And when we 

arrived at the Harry Potter scene of Dartington where Arnet was busy doing the check in and we knew: this was going to be beautiful! 

The Mirror Mirror Playback Company did a beautiful opening ceremony. 

Andy had built a wish tree and they took us on a trip through the four 

elements, using the beauty of the landscape. We hugged the tree (on our 

way home, through Avebury, I did that again with my colleagues Rob and 

Rita. Wonderful typically English ritual …we don‘t have that one back 

home in the Netherlands); stepped into a ice cold River, stood by the fire  

and yelled at Echo Point. 

I wrote my three wishes at the wish tree and…i got them all! 
 

We had lots of fun with the girls from Totness who swim naked at the 

swimming pool while a children‘s party arrived… 
 

I had  a wonderful performance with the Dutch Treat. It was magical. I 

had never performed with these girls before and just one hour before go-

ing on stage they told me we were going to use a few new forms.  

But I stayed relaxed, felt comfortable there on the stage and had the feeling that this was going to be a special evening. We started 

light; the conductor asked the audience for typical Dutch behavior an we started playfully. We gave them a choice: asked them what 

theme would they like? They choose: making space by stepping back. And the first story came from a mother who was at the gather-

ing who had left her 17 year old son home alone. From that point we got deep and serious stories, but there was never panic, just a 

big trust that we could handle this. It went beautifully. That evening there was magic in the air…I got loads of compliments. I had a 

memorable moment on stage doing a stage dive—never try that one at home. I almost broke my back. Rob is a quantum touch man 

so lucky me he gave me a treatment the next day. Yes this was a wonderful gathering. I wished for confidence and I got  it. I will 

never doubt that I was made for playback!  I am in my element with these performances.  

Next step: Next generation and Coming Out stories 

In Frankfurt during the 2011 International |Gathering I was inspired by the Queer Playback Group. Jane Hoy invited me for a per-

formance in Shrewsbury at a Lesbian Festival. I accepted and I literally spread my wings. Frankfurt also inspired me to start offering 

workshops. I gave a summer school playback during a summer course at drama students in my hometown. After Frankfurt I really  

wanted to start training The Young Ones but wondered if Young people had enough life experience to recognize the heart of the 

story and to resonate with deeper stories.  

They were lovely. They used there bodies very ele-

gant and lively and were eager to learn so my wor-

ries were gone. With the experience in our company 

we can train a new generation! Next, I have plans to 

start a Dutch Queer Playback Company, our first 

performance will be at the opening of a photo exhi-
bition of bisexuals. And hopefully that‘s the start of 

a new adventure. 

So my elementary journey will never stop. 

I took with me lots of air and earth on my trip—I 

was born with that. The other two– fire and water—I 

found at the well of the River in Devon  and during 

my performance on the Main Stage. 

To all the people who gave this to me: thanks!!

heteerstebedrijf@home.nl 

Gathering in front of Dartington Hall   

  My wishtree (in Avebury) on my way back home 



Acts against Terror: theatres of listening and compassion 

Rea Dennis     

3 November 2001, Melbourne Australia: I happened to be in a training workshop in Melbourne Australia with about 30 other 
Australian and New Zealand playback practitioners. It was one of those rare chances to train with Jonathan Fox who was once 
again being hosted by the great playback conductor and trainer Mary Good. The learning environment was intensified by its 
proximity to the bombing of the twin towers and stories were inflected with reflections about being fearful; fearful of difference, 
fearful of isolation and exclusion, fearful of uncertainty, and in some cases as literal as fearful of flying. Indeed my own story on 
the third day of the workshop was about missing my friend. Kevin was a light aircraft pilot, among many other things, and in 
May 2001 he had crashed to his death during a pleasure flight over Brisbane. There was an immediate and clear explanation 
for the accident. The cap was left off the petrol tank and on take-off the gasoline ignited. They were simply unable to land the 
plane in time. As I sat beside Jonathan Fox, telling my story, he made a statement in tone that might be considered calm, even 
dispassionate. He said: ‗there are lots of people who are going up in planes these days and not coming down …‖  

I do not know how the rest of the audience responded as I was preoccupied with my own elevated state. Jonathan‘s words and 
the manner in which he spoke touched me and opened in me a space to cherish my friendship. My own involvement in per-
formance and training playback theatre continued and until today I have not had the experience of being a student to Jona-
than‘s teaching since. 

We all know what we were doing when we first heard. 

11 September 2001, Brisbane Australia: I had begun those few ritual acts that signal the start to my day; familiar actions, I do 
them before feeling fully awake. As I pass the television I turn it on. My eyes are fixed at the screen. I switch channels. I switch 
again. And again! Flick, flick, flick — the same images play in each flash of light; channels fly by; the collapsing tower of the 
World Trade Centre on every station. 

Am I being conned? Has something has happened? 

Alan Feldman [1] writes scathingly of the use of what he calls ―flash images‖ — the ―aggressive technologies of image making 
and image imposition.‖ He states that regardless of whether the broadcast is from ―‗terrorists‘ or the state apparatus, [it does] 
not simply refract or record an event … at some level we know that broadcasts are political.‖ 

How do we assimilate the far away with the very near; that TV image with the 

deep down fear? 

New York is 10,000 miles away from Brisbane Australia yet the impact is visceral. The azure sky hangs achingly above calling 
into doubt that there could be anything wrong with the world. How do we comprehend what we have seen? 

The Observer‘s Terry Burke [2] first coined the phrase Theatre of Terror in reference to the mass media at the time. The way in 
which images were edited and played over and over again. Shocking stories beaming continuously into our living rooms. The 
digital chapter in this age of technology has thrown up devices like the mobile phone, the world wide web, and digital television, 
live feed streaming and so on, that intensifies the paradoxical human experience of being able to be in touch with so much so 
quickly on a global scale yet feel so isolated and disconnected. 

I refer to the way in which 9/11 ripped into our living rooms because this event irreversibly ruptured the way in which we relate 
as a global society. Boundaries of political correctness have been interrogated and discarded. Artists and practitioners de-
manded the right to help people, to respond to human suffering, and to resource compassion. Immediately after 9/11 artists 
activity became more focused on dialogic intent: theatre and reconciliation, theatre in war zones, and theatre for peacemaking 
in new and more challenging ways. 

The importance of the arts during any crisis and at times of ambiguity cannot be ignored. Art has the capacity to illuminate con-
temporary concerns, to voice protest and dissent and to offer a kind of solace. It was solace that I experienced as Jonathan 
Fox‘s words washed over me as I sat on the playback stage in a Melbourne workshop.  

The process of performance is the contemporary agora—for dialogue, for the negotiation of meaning, for collective mourning, 
and for reconciliation. Premised on values of social justice like participation, access, and inclusion, the process of the playback 
theatre performance responds to needs at a local level. It is interactive and facilitates a form of social action. International ap-
plied theatre and performance studies scholars James Thompson (UK) and Richard Schechner (USA) [3] write about social 
action. They say there is a kind of hierarchy implicit art processes that are employed during times of crises. They point to 
―healing‖ as the likely primary intention, then identify ―action‖ as the next phase, and finally: ―community‖. It is only when 
―community‖ has been established that the intention can turn toward the transformation of ―experience into art‖. 

It is possible that all four intentions can co-exist through applied theatre methods like playback theatre. Thompson and 
Schechner say that there is a logical unfolding of the sequence: 

From alleviation of misery through action to community building and art.  

Without alleviating misery and taking action there can be no community;  

and without community there can be no art. 
 

I am skeptical about what healing might look like in this context and find Jeanette Winterson‘s proposition more tangible. Writ-
ing soon after 9/11, Winterson [4] raises concerns about constructing art as a solution or remedy. She says, ―art is part of the 
answer — not as a panacea but because art has a way of going to the hurt place and cleaning it. Some wounds never heal but 
they need not remain infected…‖ Such awareness can arise both in the act of performing and also in the act of watching per-
formance. 
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November 15, 2001, Brisbane Australia: I was on stage performing with the Brisbane Playback Theatre Company. There was an 
audience of about 50 people; some new to playback, while others were loyal and regular audience members. 

A woman in the audience raises her hand. She begins to talk about her son. She recounts a story of her son‘s determination to 
make a claim for his American citizenship. He needs it in order to enlist (while he has been raised and lives in Australia, his father 
is a citizen of the United States of America which means he is legally eligible for American citizenship). She explains to all of us 
listening, that she is a pacifist and that she wants desperately to dissuade him from this idea. Yet at the same time, she has be-
come aware that this is the first clear independent adult choice her son will make. She says, ―I truly believe it is very important to 
respect his decision‖.  

In enacting the story I am struck by how little I know of her dilemma. As she watches she becomes very emotional and after she 
expresses her deep desire to influence him to reconsider his decision. I am struck by the way I am somehow coming to know her 
and in some way, know her son, through this shared encounter. I think it was Peter Brook [5] who first claimed that theatre and 
performance have the power to replace ―a single point of view by a multitude of different visions‖. Yet the process of playback 
inflects this idea further. Essentially, the playback form supports different ways of hearing. It is this innate aspect that makes it so 
relevant for reconciliation and peace building. It facilitates ways of listening across difference. It generates a location or a meeting 
place in the imagination of listeners‘ during the telling, and then again in the temporal zone that exists between the performance 
of, and the witnessing of the live enactment. This enables a listening ―across the distance‖ [6]. Sara Ahmed refers to the work of 
Iris Marion Young and her work on ‗asymmetrical reciprocity‘ to propose an ethics of listening that must acknowledge rather than 
ignore difference. This listening is based in the intimacy of touch and hearing and is only tenable if self and other are implicated in 
the encounter, and distance and proximity are ―held‖ together. 

What can we do – as everyday citizens – to act against terror?  

The Playback theatre framework offers expressive and collaborative spaces in which communities can tell/show their stories. That 
participants and their local stories are at the centre of the performance immediately renders the space political. Developing sound 
strategies in holding this work depends a lot on the relationships that performers and trainers have with local authorities and also 
on the way they are appointed. Essentially the artist/practitioner enters as a listener. And the stories told belong to the people. 
Stories are potent. A story carries the voice of the teller. A narrative can locate an identity and provide the site to re-write our-
selves, and to reconstruct our previous experiences in light of what we now know. Stories contain our past and our present. They 
are resonant with the history and offer all sorts of explanations about our present while at the same time suggest a vision for the 
future. Australian post-colonial writer Kalantzis says that we must ‗dare‘ to tell the difficult stories and that in daring to tell what she 
calls the second story of our history, the story that is much harder to tell, we help to cultivate spaces for reconciliation and a re-
negotiation of power. 
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tion and peace processes, and playback theatre. An Australian, she currently works as a Theatre and Performance lecturer at the University of 

Glamorgan in UK. She is also the current editor of Interplay. readennis@me.com 

NEW PUBLICATIONS ON PLAYBACK THEATRE 

Transformations de la modernité et pratiques (auto)biographiques 
 

Danielle Desmarais, Isabelle Fortier, Jacques Rhéaume 
 

Featuring L‘histoire de vie mise en scène by Daniel Feldhendler 
 
 

 
 

Éditeur Presses de l'Université du Québec 
2012, 264 pages 
ISBN 978-2-7605-3461-2  

 

If you would like to review Daniel‘s article and the edited anthology email the  editor. 

First page view available: 
http://www.puq.ca/catalogue/livres/transformations-modernite-pratiques-auto-biographiques-1205.html 
 

A full list of Daniels playback theatre publications will appear in the next issue along with the review of this latest work. 
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This section shares a range of resources and seeks to compliment the reports from the practitioners in the front end 
of the issue. Playback has featured in reconciliation projects from the outset and as it spread to developing countries 
often found application in conflict transformation, intercultural dialogues and peace building. Significant work was 
done in India from 1998-2002 by Mary Good and Bev Hosking, there has also been delicate strategic playback thea-
tre work conducted by Peni Moore in Fiji. Indeed Jonathan Fox and Bev Hosking both participated in ground break-
ing arts research with Brandeis University in 2004. One outcome of this being an extensive report by Ben Hosking 
and Jenny Hutt entitled: Playback Theatre: A Creative Resource for Reconciliation, in which they document a num-
ber of projects and make significant recommendations in relation to: What Playback Theatre Can Contribute to Rec-
onciliation. They discuss over 10 items including: 

Opening up a Creative Communal Space 

Building Community Relationships 
Creating a Safe Space for Feeling and Reflection 
Telling Personal Stories 
Processing Difficult Events 
Working in the Here and Now 
Fostering Social Inclusion 
Expression of Strong Feelings 
Generating New Perspectives 
Capacity to Work with Ethnic Conflict 
Engaging in a Social Dialogue 
Developing the Abilities Needed for Reconciliation 

The report concludes with a discussion of the possible limitations like Time Commitment, Issues of working across 
cultural differences, risks of secondary traumatisation and level of practitioner competency. A pdf copy of the re-
port is available online (Google search of title). 

The application of Playback in Burundi, a project sponsored by the conflict resolution NGO Search for Common 
Ground is the focus of Jonathan Fox‘s chapter: Playback Theatre In Burundi: Can theatre transcend the gap? In Ap-
plied Theatre Reader by Tim Prentki and Sheila Preston (by Routledge, 2009) Copy is also available on Centre for 
Playback Theatre website.  

Meanwhile, last issue of Interplay contained a review of the double volume Acting Together: Performance and the 
Transformation of Conflict edited by Cynthia E. Cohen, Roberto Gutierrez Verea and Polly O Walker (New Village 
Press, CA.) which featured a chapter by Jo Salas who writes about a number of playback projects in war zones. In 
addition to this chapter on playback there are another twenty chapters exploring theatre interventions for resistance 
and reconciliation and in the re-building and building of communities. Jo‘s chapter is entitled: Stories in the Moment: 
Playback Theatre for Building Community and Justice. 

Other useful resources if planning to work in conflict zones or in conflict transformation and reconciliation locally in-

clude James Thompson‘s books: Performance in Place of War (University of Chicago Press, 2010) and Performance 

Affects (Palgrave Macmillian, 2009) both which report on work in Kosovo, the Palestinian territories, Sri Lanka, Su-

dan and the Democratic Republic of Congo. 

RECOMMENDED READING—THEATRE & RECONCILIATION 

Refugee Performance: Practical Encounters  

Michael Balfour (Editor) 

Featuring chapter by Rea Dennis: Inclusive Democracy:  
A consideration of  Playback Theatre with refugee and asylum seekers in Australia  

 

 

Intellect/University of Chicago Press 

ISBN 9781841506371 

Hardback 224 pages 

£45/$60 

 

If you would like to review Rea’s essay and the edited anthology email the editor. 

NEW PUBLICATIONS ON PLAYBACK THEATRE 
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SHARE 
YOUR 

PLAYBACK 
SHORT 
FORMS 
HERE 

In 1975 The Original Company pioneered a range of short forms. The short form is an essential 

playback form that has a range of functions not least of which is to begin to create the conditions 

to tell longer stories—short, rhythmic, expressive and structural the earliest forms were fluid 

sculptures and pairs. Over the years other short forms have emerged—some are part of most 

company repertoires like Narrative V and 3-part stories for example. Others have come and 

gone. News forms are usually designed and developed in response to a need within particular 

performances or with particular audiences. They may also arise out of a particular composition of 

actors in your company. Regardless of their origins what becomes important is the efficacy of the 

form—does it do what you intend it too and if so, will you share it? 

This page is for you to share your inventions, adaptations and innovations in playback 

short forms. First submission is from David Le Graffe and the Portland Playback Com-

pany. David introduces and explains the impetus for developing: The Demon 

The Demon 
This form responds to stories/moments of facing inner and outer ―demons‖ 

Teller‘s actor (TA) plus a three-actor ―demon‖ 

 

Set-up: 
3 actors in tight facing-in circle stage left 

Teller‘s Actor stage right facing out 

T A= Teller‘s Actor 

D = Demon 

 

Action: 
TA Opens with brief opening monolog 

At appropriate point, (when TA begins to speak of the demon) D (demon) slowly(?) opens up 

TA may not at first ―see‖ D 

D (silently ?) approaches TA 

D can slowly add sound/words (?). 

 

An actor within D can separate to quick mono and return while rest of D freezes. 

The demon retreats when there is a genuine overcoming of the demon in the TA‘s monolog and re-emerges when the monolog 

again indicates the TA‘s fear, anger etc. 

 

TA may cross w/o seeing D. 

Although the TA does not usually face the demon, the TA may do so, at or near the end of the playback. 

 

Conclusion  

Can be victory, defeat or stalemate. 

 

Portland Playback suggest that the guiding principle in developing The Demon is that interaction that explores VICTORY 

and DEFEAT back and forth, i.e. doing battle, is usually very satisfying.  

Portland Playback created the DEMON form as a response to receiving stories which involved confronting either a 
persistent external adversary (say, an incorrigible supervisor or a playground bully) or an inner "demon" (say, a fear 
of failure or a perfectionist tendency).  

 

Left: Five of our eleven mem-
bers of Portland Playback 
Theatre (Portland, Maine, 
USA)  

 

Submitted by: 

David LeGraffe 

portlandplayback1@maine.rr.com 

www.portlandplayback.com 
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The 2015 IPTN World Conference will be in Montréal, Canada.  
 

Some of you might remember that originally we had a proposal from Playback Theatre North America to host 2015 Conference. 

Yet the United States can be inaccessible for IPTN members from many different countries. We want to make the conference as 

accessible as possible. Playback Theatre North America fully supports the Canadian proposal. The IPTN Board very much ap-

preciates the energy and generosity being put into this event by the conference organisers! 

As with Frankfurt, the Montréal conference will be organised by a team made up of members from different playback compa-

nies. The Montreal Conference Organizing Committee (MCOC) will be in touch soon with more information on the conference 

and various ways that Playbackers and friends of Playback Theatre can contribute to what promises to be a very memorable 

event! 

 

A word from the Canadian organisers 
As members of the Montreal Proposal Team (MPT), we are thrilled to announce that Montréal has been selected as the location 

of the 2015 International Playback Theatre Conference. 

Montréal is a city where peoples, cultures, values, languages, and beliefs meet, merge, clash, co-exist, and change with every 

encounter. It offers fertile ground for dynamic explorations into how Playback Theatre can better support a recognition of both 

identity and difference in the context of an ever-changing social landscape. We look forward to sharing the beauty and cultural 

richness of Montréal and Canada with everyone from around the world. 

We are currently transitioning from the Montreal Proposal Team (MPT) into the Montreal Conference Organizing Committee 

(MCOC) and will be in touch soon with more information on the conference and the various ways that Playbackers and friends 

of Playback Theatre can become involved in organizing what promises to be a very memorable event. 

 

Peter Abrams, Vancouver Playback Theatre 

Nisha Sajnani, Living Histories Ensemble 

Elisabeth Couture, Promito Playback, Montreal 

Christopher von Baeyer, Toronto Playback Theatre 

Brie Barker, Sanitas Playback Theatre, Ottawa 

Alejandro Moran, Ollin Teatro Transformacion 

Laura Mora, Ollin Teatro Transformacion, Living Histories Ensemble 

 

 

 

The International Conference is the only official IPTN Conference. The IPTN Board supports the International Conferences with 

organisational support, guidelines, marketing and scholarships. The first International Conference was in Melbourne. Originally 

held every year, with the growth of IPTN the distance between International Conferences is now four years. 
 

1991 Melbourne, Australia 

1992 Sydney, Australia 

1993 Rautalampi, Finland 

1994 Seattle, USA 

1995 Olympia, USA 

1997 Perth, Australia 

1999 York, England 

2003 Shizuoka, Japan 

2007 Sao Paolo, Brazil 

2011 Frankfurt, Germany 
 

 

  WORLD  

CONFERENCE 

2015 
in Montréal, Canada 

We look forward to meeting you all in 2015! 

Juergen Schoo, 

 President, on behalf of IPTN-Board 

Email: iptn@gmx.de 

BOARD ANNOUNCEMENT 


